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With the burst of available online user-generated data, identifying online users’ social status
via mining user-generated data can play a significant role in many commercial applications,
research and policy-making in many domains. Social status refers to the position of a person
in relation to others within a society, which is an abstract concept. The actual definition of
social status is specific in terms of specific measure indicator. For example, opinion leadership
measures individual social status in terms of influence and expertise in an online society, while
socioeconomic status characterizes personal real-life social status based on social and economic
factors. Compared with traditional survey method which is time-consuming, expensive and
sometimes difficult, some efforts have been made to identify specific social status of users
based on specific user-generated data using classic machine learning methods. However, in
fact, regarding specific social status identification based on specific user-generated data, the
specific case has several specific challenges. However, classic machine learning methods in
existing works fail to address these challenges, which lead to low identification accuracy. Given
the importance of improving identification accuracy, this thesis studies three specific cases
on identification of online and offline social status. For each work, this thesis proposes novel
effective identification method to address the specific challenges for improving accuracy.
The first work aims at identifying users’ online social status in terms of topic-sensitive
influence and knowledge authority in social community question answering sites, namely
identifying topical opinion leaders who are both influential and expert. Social community
question answering (SCQA) site, an innovative community question answering platform, not
only offers traditional question answering (QA) services but also integrates an online social
network where users can follow each other. Identifying topical opinion leaders in SCQA
has become an important research area due to the significant role of topical opinion leaders.
However, most previous related work either focus on using knowledge expertise to find experts
for improving the quality of answers, or aim at measuring user influence to identify influential
ones. In order to identify the true topical opinion leaders, we propose a topical opinion leader
identification framework called QALeaderRank which takes account of both topic-sensitive
influence and topical knowledge expertise. In the proposed framework, to measure the topic-
sensitive influence of each user, we design a novel influence measure algorithm that exploits
both the social and QA features of SCQA, taking into account social network structure, topical
similarity and knowledge authority. In addition, we propose three topic-relevant metrics to infer
the topical expertise of each user. The extensive experiments along with an online user study
show that the proposed QALeaderRank achieves significant improvement compared with the
v
state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we analyze the topic interest change behaviors of users
over time and examine the predictability of user topic interest through experiments.
The second work focuses on predicting individual socioeconomic status from mobile phone
data. Socioeconomic Status (SES) is an important social and economic aspect widely concerned.
Assessing individual SES can assist related organizations in making a variety of policy decisions.
Traditional approach suffers from the extremely high cost in collecting large-scale SES-related
survey data. With the ubiquity of smart phones, mobile phone data has become a novel
data source for predicting individual SES with low cost. However, the task of predicting
individual SES on mobile phone data also proposes some new challenges, including sparse
individual records, scarce explicit relationships and limited labeled samples, unconcerned
in prior work restricted to regional or household-oriented SES prediction. To address these
issues, we propose a semi-supervised Hypergraph-based Factor Graph Model (HyperFGM) for
individual SES prediction. HyperFGM is able to efficiently capture the associations between
SES and individual mobile phone records to handle the individual record sparsity. For the scarce
explicit relationships, HyperFGM models implicit high-order relationships among users on the
hypergraph structure. Besides, HyperFGM explores the limited labeled data and unlabeled data
in a semi-supervised way. Experimental results show that HyperFGM greatly outperforms the
baseline methods on individual SES prediction with using a set of anonymized real mobile
phone data.
The third work is to predict social media users’ socioeconomic status based on their social
media content, which is useful for related organizations and companies in a range of applications,
such as economic and social policy-making. Previous work leverage manually defined textual
features and platform-based user level attributes from social media content and feed them into
a machine learning based classifier for SES prediction. However, they ignore some important
information of social media content, containing the order and the hierarchical structure of social
media text as well as the relationships among user level attributes. To this end, we propose a
novel coupled social media content representation model for individual SES prediction, which
not only utilizes a hierarchical neural network to incorporate the order and the hierarchical
structure of social media text but also employs a coupled attribute representation method to
take into account intra-coupled and inter-coupled interaction relationships among user level
attributes. The experimental results show that the proposed model significantly outperforms
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Social status identification is a special case of profiling problem. Social status indicates the
position of a person as compared to others within an online or offline society, which is actually
an abstract concept. In terms of specific measure indicator, the actual definition of social status
is specific. For example, in an online society, opinion leadership indicates a person’s position
in terms of influence and expertise, while socioeconomic status characterizes the social and
economic position of a person in the offline society, i.e., real-life society. Identifying personal
social status can benefit many kinds of fields. On one hand, identifying social status can help
companies to promote many commercial applications and services. On the other hand, for
government and academia, it can offer rich valuable population information for study and
policy-making in many domains, such as health, education, politics and economics. For exam-
ple, opinion leader identification can improve the information and product recommendation
for companies, and enable public opinion guidance for government. Socioeconomic status
prediction can not only help companies to promote personalized services to target costumers,
but also assist government in assessing personal wealth and economic development in an
area.
Traditional method of social status identification is survey. Although the traditional survey
method can get accurate information, manually conducting a large number of personal or
household interviews in an area is highly expensive and time-consuming. Especially, for some
small companies and some developing countries, it is very difficult for them to identify personal
social status of a population. Fortunately, the burst of available online user-generated data
offers a great opportunity to efficiently identify social status with low cost. The emergence and
increasing popularity of diversified applications, mobile devices and information technologies,
such as online social media, smart phones and Internet, attract billions of people all over the
world to participant in online activities. According to [48], there are 4.39 billion online users in
2019 and 3.26 billion people use social media on mobile devices in January 2019. These online
users generate massive amounts of various data every day, such as social media data, mobile
phone usage data, and other online application data. In 2018, there are 2.5 quintillion bytes of
data created in a day [61]. These user-generated data contain rich personal information, such as
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spatio-temporal information, published posts, and other behaviors, which can reflect to some
extend individual habits, life style, and other personal traits. Therefore, identification of online
users’ social status via mining user-generated data has become a significant and promising
research area, which has attracted some attentions from data mining fields.
Existing data mining based methods [85, 69, 10, 55] usually leverage classic machine learn-
ing methods based on specific user-generated data to identify specific social status. Although
these methods are much real-time, cheap and feasible, the identification accuracy of these
methods is relatively low. It is worth mentioning that the identification accuracy is really
important for many practical applications. For example, improving the accuracy of opinion
leader identification can enhance the information and product recommendation efficiency and
increase opinion influence which can make opinion spread faster and wider. Improving the
accuracy of socioeconomic status prediction can help banks to reduce loan risk and improve
loan amount assessment. However, regarding specific social status identification based on
specific user-generated data, the specific case has several specific challenges. Classic machine
learning methods, which are general methods, fail to address these specific challenges for
specific case, which lead to the low identification accuracy. Therefore, in order to improve the
identification accuracy for specific application case, specific methods need to be proposed to
address specific challenges.
This thesis focuses on identifying online users’ social status via mining user-generated data,
which considers both online and offline social status identification. Although some efforts
have been made, there still exist several specific challenges that need to be addressed for some
specific cases in terms of different data source and application scenario. More specifically, the
thesis studies three specific cases on the identification of online users’ social status, which aim at
addressing corresponding challenges to enhance the identification performance respectively:
• Identifying topical opinion leaders based on social community question answering
data. This work aims at identifying online social status of users in terms of topic-sensitive
influence and topic-relevant expertise in the social community question answering sites,
namely identifying topical opinion leaders.
• Predicting individual socioeconomic status based on mobile phone data. The pur-
pose of this work is to predict users’ socioeconomic status in the offline society via
mining their mobile phone Internet data.
• Predicting individual socioeconomic status based on social media data. The work
focuses on predicting the real-life socioeconomic status of social media users via mining
their social media content.
For these three specific works, the thesis proposes novel effective methods for identifying
the specific social status of users based on their specific user-generated data as accurately
as possible. Section 1.1 and Section 1.2 will elaborate the detailed motivation and main
contributions of these three works respectively.
2 Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In this section, the motivation of three specific works on the user social status identification
in the thesis are elaborated in details respectively.
1.1.1 Identifying Topical Opinion Leaders based on Social
Community Question Answering Data
Community Question Answering (CQA) site is a popular platform for information needs [67],
where users can ask or answer questions and give comments to posts (i.e., questions and
answers). Compared with traditional CQA sites like Yahoo!Answers [104] and Stack Over-
flow [88], Social Community Question Answering (SCQA) sites, an innovative type of CQA,
have become more and more popular, such as Quora [73] and Zhihu [114], which provides
social network function to connect users. As two most notable SCQA sites, Quora had around
190 million users in April 2017 and Zhihu had around 220 million users by the end of 2018.
In these SCQA sites, users can follow each other to receive information updates from their
followees according to their interests. This built-in social network function makes SCQA
become an online social media platform [97]. In addition, most users usually publish and edit
posts involving various topics, resulting in different topic domains. For specific topic(s), with
the Question Answering (QA) and social functions of SCQA, active users tend to publish a great
number of authoritative topic-related posts, which substantially affect other users’ opinions,
and even guide public opinion direction. They play an important role in creating topic-related
knowledge repositories, maintaining the activeness of the topic community, and even helping to
controlling the development trend of public opinions on the Internet.
However, most existing researches mainly focus on the identification of general opinion
leaders, who give influential comments and opinions, put forward guiding ideas, agitate and
guide the public to understand social problems [56]. The original concept of opinion leaders
ignores their specialty, which deviates from the reality in current SCQA sites. For example,
Lady Gaga may be an opinion leader in the topic "music" instead of "science". Nowadays, the
precision application forces us to get to know the leader in each specific field, which brings the
problem - the identification of topical opinion leader. Compared with opinion leader who is
topic-irrelevant within the field of sociology, the work refers to these active users in specific
topic domains of SCQA sites as topical opinion leaders.
Due to the great significance of identifying topical opinion leaders, the work in the thesis
mainly focuses on identifying and analyzing topical opinion leaders in SCQA sites. Despite the
important role that topical opinion leaders play in SCQA, the challenge of identifying topical
opinion leaders is still intractable. According to the characteristics of topical opinion leaders, a
major challenge is how to identify users who have both strong topic-sensitive influence and
high topic-relevant knowledge expertise in given topic(s). Most existing works either focus on
the knowledge expertise to find experts for improving the quality of answers in QA sites [68,
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76, 113] or mainly aim at measuring the user influence to identify influential users in social
networks [13, 58, 63, 100].
In Chapter 2, a novel topical opinion leader identification method is proposed and introduced
in details, which can take into account topic-sensitive influence and topic-relevant knowledge
expertise in SCQA sites.
1.1.2 Predicting Individual Socioeconomic Status based on
Mobile Phone Data
Socioeconomic Status (SES) is an indicator that measures an individual, a household or a
region’s economic and social position in relation to others, which is typically divided into three
levels (high, middle, and low) [84]. The rich information carried by SES not only helps govern-
ments and research institutes study and make public policies, but also assists in meeting the
needs of target clients by evaluating their purchasing power from a commercial perspective. Fur-
thermore, SES can benefit a wide range of other fields, such as health [71, 103], education [82]
and public transportation [19]. National statistical offices measure socioeconomic information
typically by a large number of personal or household interviews. However, assessing SES for
a whole country or region’s population by this traditional method is extremely expensive and
time-consuming. For example, the nationwide census for calculating SES are usually done
every 5 to 10 years and is impossible for some developing countries due to the high cost. It is
critical to develop a low-cost means for timely capturing and accurately assessing individual
SES in a population.
Due to the worldwide ubiquity of smart phones, mobile phone data captures abundant
information regarding personal social attributes, relation networks and mobility patterns in a
large-scale population, which to some extent reflects SES. In view of this, mobile phone data
has been used as a novel data source for efficiently inferring SES with low cost. Some efforts
have been made to infer regional or household SES from mobile phone data by directly applying
classic supervised machine learning methods [10, 44, 87]. Different from most existing works
that concentrate on aggregated records of a region or household, this work is motivated to study
the SES prediction on mobile phone data at an individual level, the first trial in the community
as far as we know. Intuitively, even living in the same household, individuals probably share
different SES levels. Inferring the individual SES provides the finest level of evidence and
indication to improve the quality of corresponding public policies-making. Furthermore, it can
enable numerous fine-grained applications at an individual level, such as precision marketing,
fine service and assessment. However, the problem of individual SES prediction based on
mobile phone data proposes three main challenges:
• Sparse individual records. Compared with aggregated records of a region or household,
a large portion of individual mobile phone users actually generate sparse valid usage
records every day. With the ubiquity of WiFi, individual records that telco service
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providers can identify are becoming rarer. For example, 71.9% users generate less than
two valid daily records in the data provided by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) in
China. It is difficult to explore enough information from sparse individual records for
revealing personal SES as done in the existing SES prediction work, thus causing poor
prediction performance.
• Scarce explicit relationships. Due to the increasing popularity of mobile communica-
tion applications like WhatsApp [101] and Wechat [99], an increasing number of mobile
phone users are giving up traditional voice calling and Short Message Service (SMS) [1].
Subsequently, the communication relationships built in these mobile applications are
disconnected from ISP-provided mobile phone data. Therefore, explicit relationships
among users extracted from mobile phone records become scarce, which makes the
methods based on such relationships failed to work.
• Limited labeled samples. Since the cost of assessing individual SES by existing methods
is extremely high, it is rather difficult to obtain enough SES-labeled samples for learning
models. To the best of our knowledge, most prior works on the SES prediction only
employ typical supervised learning methods to predict SES, which do not work well with
limited labeled samples.
In Chapter 3, the thesis presents a semi-supervised probabilistic hypergraph based fac-
tor graph model for the individual SES prediction problem, which can address the above
challenges.
1.1.3 Predicting Individual Socioeconomic Status based on
Social Media Data
Predicting individual socioeconomic status (SES) from social media content recently has
become an important research area. As an access to financial, social and human capital
resources, inferring individual SES not only provides governments and research organizations
with tools for studying and make public policies on a large scale population, but also helps
promote online marketing and advertising by the analysis of user’s purchasing power. It also
benefits a wide range of other fields, such as education [103, 71], health [82] and public
transportation [19]. With the worldwide ubiquity of online social media like Twitter, Facebook
and Sina Weibo, online social media content has been used in recent research for population
informatics in demographics [75, 15, 36], economics [11], social science [92, 55] and other
research domains [24, 53, 54]. In consideration of the significance of SES and the ubiquity of
social media applications, this work aims at predicting the SES of social media users based on
their social media content. For the generalization, this work regards posted text (called social
media text in the work) and platform-based user level attributes (e.g., the number of followers,
the number of followees, etc) as social media content of a user since these data are ubiquitous
on social media.
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Previous related work have looked into predicting individual socioeconomic information
based on social media content, such as inferring occupation category [69], SES [55] and
income [70] of social media users. In these works, they devote to manually design several
kinds of user level attributes and textual features, such as n-grams, from social media text, and
then feed all the features into a machine learning based classifier for prediction. However, the
prediction performance of these models heavily depends on the extracted features, which need
effective feature engineering. Furthermore, existing methods ignore the following important
information for the social media content representation.
• Order of social media text. Previous approaches on socioeconomic information predic-
tion represent social media text with sparse lexical features, such as n-grams, or word
embedding based features, such as neural clusters [69]. These predefined textual features
cannot capture the order of social media text, which is an important information for
representing long text sequence. For the microblogging that our work focuses on, the
orders among words and microblogs are ignored.
• Structure of social media text. Previous related work directly extract user level textual
features from aggregated social media text of each user. However, in fact, the social
media text of each user has a hierarchical structure. For the microblogging that our
work focuses on, words form microblogs, microblogs form social media text of a user.
Therefore, the user level textual features ignore the hierarchical structure, which lead to
information loss.
• Relations among user level attributes. In the real world, attributes are more or less
interacted and coupled via explicit or implicit relationships [96]. For example, business
and social applications always see quantitative attributes coupled with each other [18].
However, the previous work extract the user level attributes without considering relations
among them, which leads to limited performance.
Chapter 4 introduces a coupled social media content representation learning model for
improving the performance of individual SES prediction, which jointly considers coupled
relationships among the social media text and user level attributes.
1.2 Dissertation Contributions
This section describes the main contributions of three works on the users’ social status
identification in the thesis.
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1.2.1 Identifying Topical Opinion Leaders based on Social
Community Question Answering Data
To address the challenges mentioned in Section 1.1.1, this thesis proposes a topical opinion
leader identification algorithm called QALeaderRank for SCQA sites, which alleviates these
shortcomings by simultaneously incorporating the topic-sensitive influence and the topic-
relevant knowledge expertise. To be more specific, in order to measure the true topic-sensitive
influence of users, the work proposes a novel influence measure algorithm called QARank
which exploits both the social and QA features of SCQA. Two key challenges are addressed to
build QARank: i) inferring the topic interest and the knowledge authority of each user from its
published posts; ii) confirming the existence of homophily in SCQA sites, which implies that
a user follows another user owing to their similar topic interests. Based on this, QARank not
only takes account of the social network structure and the topical similarity between users like
traditional influence measure methods (e.g., TwitterRank [100]), but also considers the topical
knowledge authority. Besides, to measure the topical knowledge expertise of each user, the
work proposes three topic-relevant metrics that account for knowledge capacity, satisfaction and
contribution. Moreover, regarding the popularity of multi-topic, the proposed QALeaderRank
can be utilized to identify multi-topic opinion leaders.
In this work, employing a dataset crawled from Zhihu as the basis of this study, a compre-
hensive analysis on the QA and social features of SCQA is first given. In order to validate the
efficiency of the proposed model, we conduct an extensive evaluation for the proposed QALead-
erRank with this dataset across the most popular ten topics in Zhihu. The experimental results,
along with an online user study, show that QALeaderRank achieves significant improvement
compared with the related state-of-the-art methods.
In addition, we further analyze and predict the topic interest change behaviors of users,
especially topical opinion leaders, which is of great importance for many applications, such
as answerer and topic recommendation. To this end, we try to answer two key questions: 1)
how the user topic interest changes; 2) whether the user topic interest is predictable. Based
on several analysis and experiments, we detect the change patterns of user topic interests and
examine the predictability of user topic interest.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We analyze the social and QA features of SCQA and confirm the existence of homophily
in the context of SCQA.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose an efficient algorithm called
QALeaderRank to tackle the issue of topical opinion leader identification in SCQA.
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• To design QALeaderRank, we propose a novel topic-sensitive influence measure algo-
rithm for SCQA, based on the QA and social features. Additionally, we define three
topic-relevant metrics to measure topical expertise.
• With extensive experiments and an online user study, we demonstrate our proposed
algorithm greatly outperforms the baseline methods.
• We analyze the topic interest change behaviors of users over time and examine the
predictability of user topic interest through further experiments.
1.2.2 Predicting Individual Socioeconomic Status based on
Mobile Phone Data
To simultaneously address the above challenges mentioned in Section 1.1.2 for enabling
individual SES prediction based on mobile phone data, this work proposes a novel semi-
supervised probabilistic model called Hypergraph-based Factor Graph Model (HyperFGM).
First, to reduce the performance loss caused by the individual record sparsity, leveraging the idea
of factor graph model, HyperFGM utilizes customized factor functions to efficiently capture the
correlations between SES and numerous attributes of users extracted from individual mobile
phone records, which significantly exploits the power of sparse records compared with the
prior methods on SES prediction. Second, to address the explicit relationship scarcity problem,
HyperFGM leverages the advantage of hypergraph on high-order relationship modeling to
model implicit high-order relationships among users based on the hypergraph structure, which
avoids the performance loss caused by ignoring the implicit high-order relationships. Third, for
handling the limited labeled samples, HyperFGM explores both labeled and unlabeled data on
a hypergraph network in a semi-supervised way, thereby achieving better performance than
supervised learning methods in prior SES prediction work.
Furthermore, compared with the proposed hypergraph-based factor graph model, traditional
hypergraph-based models [33, 80, 115], focusing on the relationships among objects, need to
convert the numerous attributes of objects into various relationships among objects, causing
conversion loss. Traditional factor graph models [91, 95, 105] only consider objects’ attributes
and explicit pair-wise relationships between objects in a simple graph, which ignore implicit
and high-order relationships among objects. However, in fact, there are many high-order
relationships among objects [115] while implicit relationships exist among objects. Therefore,
in order to solve the disadvantages of these two traditional methods, HyperFGM, combining
hypergraph-based model and factor graph model into one model, predicts individual SES by
not only directly considering the SES-related attributes of users but also modeling the implicit
high-order mobility pattern-based relationships among users in the hypergraph structure.
We demonstrate the feasibility and power of HyperFGM on individual SES prediction using
a set of anonymized real mobile phone data collected from a major ISP in China. Experimental
results indicate that HyperFGM outperforms previous work on SES prediction by 5-22% w.r.t.
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the F1-score and provides a considerable improvement (2-9%) compared with the state-of-the-
art hypergraph-based methods and factor graph methods. It is worth to note that the proposed
HyperFGM is a general semi-supervised classification method, which can be applied not only
to the SES prediction problem but also to other similar tasks.
The major contributions in this work are summarized as follows.
• We first identify the issue of predicting individual SES from mobile phone data. To the
best of our knowledge, no previous work has extensively studied this issue.
• We propose a semi-supervised probabilistic hypergraph model, HyperFGM, to solve the
individual SES prediction problem, which jointly considers user attributes and implicit
high-order relationships among users based on the hypergraph structure.
• We apply the proposed model on a collection of anonymized real mobile phone data.
Experimental results show that HyperFGM outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline
models.
1.2.3 Predicting Individual Socioeconomic Status based on
Social Media Data
Motivated by the great success of deep learning in many fields, such as computer vision [52]
and natural language processing [6], recent works utilize neural networks to learn text represen-
tation without any feature engineering and mostly achieve significantly higher performance
compare with traditional machine learning methods. Inspired by this, to address the mentioned
challenges in Section 1.1.3, this work proposes a coupled social media content representation
learning model for individual SES prediction, utilizing neural network to represent social media
content, which is the first trial in this community as far as we know. First, in order to be able
to consider the order of words and microblogs in social media text, this work proposes to
employ Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) network, a variation of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), to represent social media text due to its representational power and
effectiveness at capturing long-term dependencies of a sequence. Second, since social media
text have a hierarchical structure, the work likewise constructs a social media text represen-
tation by first building representations of microblogs with the corresponding words and then
aggregating those into a social media text representation. Third, to consider the dependency
of platform-based user level attributes, this work devises a coupled attribute representation to
represent user level attributes, using intra-coupled interaction (i.e., the correlations between
attributes and their own powers) and inter-coupled interaction (i.e., the correlations between
attributes and the powers of others) [96]. Finally, we learn a joint coupled social media content
representation with aggregating social media text representation and platform-based user level
attribute representation.
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We focus this work on the microblogging platform of Sina Weibo [81], a Chinese mi-
croblogging website, and build a new data set of Sina Weibo users with a SES label for each of
them. To demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed model on individual SES
prediction, the proposed model is applied to the data set. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed model significantly outperforms the baseline models in previous related work.
To sum, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose a novel coupled social media content representation framework for the
individual SES prediction, which utilizes neural network and coupled representation
method to integrate social media text and platform-based user level attributes. To our
best knowledge, this is the first try in this community.
• We present a social media text representation method, which utilizes hierarchical recurrent
neural network to take into account the order of words and microblogs as well as the
hierarchical structure of social media text.
• We employ a coupled attribute representation method to analyze the intra-coupled and
inter-coupled interaction among user level attributes, which can successfully capture the
intrinsic couplings for SES prediction.
• We build a data set of Sina Weibo users with a SES label for each of them and demonstrate
the power of our proposed model using this data set. Substantial experiments demonstrate
that our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art models.
1.3 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation contains part of the content of the following published and submitted
papers.
• Tao Zhao, Hong Huang, and Xiaoming Fu. Identifying Topical Opinion Leaders in Social
Community Question Answering. In International Conference on Database Systems for
Advanced Applications, pp. 372-387. Springer, Cham, 2018. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-
91452-7_25
• Tao Zhao, Yachao Shao, Hong Huang, Baosheng Wang and Xiaoming Fu. "Identification
and Analysis of Topical Opinion Leaders in Social Community Question Answering."
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• Tao Zhao, Hong Huang, Xiaoming Yao, Jar-der Luo, and Xiaoming Fu. Predicting Indi-
vidual Socioeconomic Status from Mobile Phone Data: A Semi-supervised Hypergraph-
based Factor Graph Approach. International Journal of Data Science and Analytics. 2019.
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The contents of this dissertation are organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 provides an overview of this thesis: introducing the motivation of this study,
stating main contributions of this dissertation regarding the targeted problems, and
presenting the structure of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 presents a novel topical opinion leader identification framework for social
community question answering sites, which takes account of both the topic-sensitive
influence and the topical knowledge expertise. To be more specific, Section 2.1 introduces
the motivation and contributions of this work. In Section 2.2, we briefly review the
related work. Section 2.3 describes data collection and initial analysis on Zhihu dataset.
Section 2.4 details the proposed algorithm called QALeaderRank. Section 2.5 evaluates
the performance of QALeaderRank with extensive experiments and an online user study.
Section 2.6 gives an analysis on the topic interest change behaviors of users. Finally
Section 2.7 concludes this work in this chapter.
• Chapter 3 proposes a novel semi-supervised probabilistic model called Hypergraph-
based Factor Graph Model (HyperFGM) for enabling individual socioeconomic status
prediction based on mobile phone data. More specifically, Section 3.1 first gives the
description about the motivation and contributions. Section 3.2 discusses the related
work on socioeconomic information analysis and prediction. Section 3.3 shows the data
collection. The detailed description of the proposed HyperFGM model is presented
in Section 3.4, which is composed of user attribute extraction, mobility pattern-based
hypergraph construction and model description for individual SES prediction. Section 3.5
evaluates the prediction performance of HyperFGM with extensive experiments. Finally,
Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter.
• Chapter 4 studies predicting individual socioeconomic status from social media content.
To this end, the chapter proposes an efficient coupled social media content representation
model for individual SES prediction, which not only utilizes a hierarchical neural network
to incorporate the order and the hierarchical structure of social media text but also
employs a coupled attribute representation method to take into account intra-coupled
and inter-coupled interaction relationships among platform-based user level attributes.
The motivation and contributions of the work in this chapter are firstly introduced
in Section 4.1. Then, in Section 4.2, the state-of-the-art related work are reviewed,
including socioeconomic-related information prediction based on social media data and
representation learning of social media content. Section 4.3 describes the proposed model
in details. In Section 4.4, the data collection and preprocessing are introduced. The
efficiency and robustness of our proposed model are demonstrated with experimental
evaluation in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the Chapter 4.
• Chapter 5 concludes the work in this dissertation and gives an outlook of the future
research work with regard to the proposed methods of this dissertation.




Leaders based on Social
Community Question Answering
Data
Social community question answering (SCQA), an innovative and popular community question
answering site, not only provides traditional question answering (QA) services but also allows
users to follow each other. Regarding the important role of topical opinion leaders in SCQA,
this chapter focuses on studying the problem of topical opinion leader identification based on
SCQA data. Nevertheless, most existing works either aim at using knowledge expertise to find
experts for improving the quality of answers, or measure user influence to identify influential
ones. Identifying topical opinion leaders in SCQA sites has not been well investigated.
The chapter will introduce a novel topical opinion leader identification framework, taking
account of both the topic-sensitive influence and the topical knowledge expertise. In the
proposed framework, to measure the topic-sensitive influence of each user, we design a novel
influence measure algorithm that exploits both the social and QA features of SCQA, considering
social network structure, topical similarity between users and knowledge authority. To infer
the topical expertise of each user, we define three topic-relevant metrics. We demonstrate
that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods with extensive
experiments and an online user study. Furthermore, we analyze the topic interest change
behaviors of users over time and examine the predictability of user topic interest through further
experiments.
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2.1 Introduction
As an innovative type of community question answering (CQA) site, social community
question answering provides social network function to connect users besides offering tra-
ditional question answering services. In these SCQA sites, users can follow each other to
receive information updates from their followees according to their interests. This built-in
social network function makes SCQA become an online social media platform [97]. Besides,
most users usually publish and edit posts involving various topics, resulting in different topic
domains. For specific topic(s), with the question answering (QA) and social functions of
SCQA, active users tend to publish a great number of authoritative topic-related posts, which
substantially affect other users’ opinions, and even guide public opinion direction. In the light of
the original concept of opinion leader, opinion leaders give influential comments and opinions,
put forward guiding ideas, agitate and guide the public to understand social problems [56], who
is topic-irrelevant within the field of sociology. We refer to these active users in specific topic
domains of SCQA sites as topical opinion leaders. As topical opinion leaders, they play an
important role in creating topic-related knowledge repositories, maintaining the activeness of
the topic community, and even helping to controlling the development trend of public opinions
on the Internet. Therefore, it is of great significance to identify and analyze topical opinion
leaders in SCQA sites.
In this chapter, we mainly study identifying topical opinion leaders in SCQA sites. Most
existing works either focus on the knowledge expertise to find experts for improving the quality
of answers in QA sites [68, 76, 113] (see Zone I+IV in Figure 2.1) or mainly aim at measuring
the user influence to identify influential users in social networks [13, 58, 63, 100] (see Zone I+II
in Figure 2.1). According to the characteristics of topical opinion leaders, a major challenge
in this work is how to identify users who have both strong topic-sensitive influence and high
topic-relevant knowledge expertise in given topic(s), as shown in Figure 2.1.
To solve this problem, we propose a topical opinion leader identification algorithm called
QALeaderRank for SCQA sites, which alleviates these shortcomings by simultaneously in-
corporating the topic-sensitive influence and the topic-relevant knowledge expertise. In order
to measure the true topic-sensitive influence of users, we propose a novel influence measure
algorithm called QARank which exploits both the social and QA features of SCQA. Two key
challenges are addressed to build QARank: i) inferring the topic interest and the knowledge
authority of each user from its published posts; ii) confirming the existence of homophily in
SCQA sites, which implies that a user follows another user owing to their similar topic interests.
Based on this, QARank not only takes account of the social network structure and the topical
similarity between users like traditional influence measure methods (e.g., TwitterRank [100]),
but also considers the topical knowledge authority. Besides, to measure the topical knowledge
expertise of each user, we propose three topic-relevant metrics that account for knowledge
capacity, satisfaction and contribution. Moreover, regarding the popularity of multi-topic, the









Figure 2.1: User identification in terms of influence & expertise.
In this chapter, we conduct an extensive evaluation for our proposed QALeaderRank with
a set of real dataset crawled from Zhihu. The experimental results, along with an online user
study, show that QALeaderRank achieves significant improvement compared with the related
state-of-the-art methods. In addition, we further analyze and predict the topic interest change
behaviors of users, especially topical opinion leaders, which is of great importance for many
applications, such as answerer and topic recommendation. To this end, we try to answer two
key questions: 1) how the user topic interest changes; 2) whether the user topic interest can be
predictable. Based on several analysis and experiments, we detect the change patterns of user
topic interests and examine the predictability of user topic interest.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We analyze the social and QA features of SCQA and confirm the existence of homophily
in the context of SCQA.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose an efficient algorithm called
QALeaderRank to tackle the issue of topical opinion leader identification in SCQA.
• To design QALeaderRank, we propose a novel topic-sensitive influence measure algo-
rithm for SCQA, based on the QA and social features. Additionally, we define three
topic-relevant metrics to measure topical expertise.
• Through extensive experiments and an online user study, we demonstrate our proposed
algorithm greatly outperforms the baseline methods.
• We analyze the topic interest change behaviors of users over time and examine the
predictability of user topic interest through further experiments.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2 we review the related work.
Section 2.3 describes data collection and initial analysis on Zhihu dataset. Section 2.4 details the
proposed algorithms. Section 2.5 evaluates the performance of QALeaderRank with extensive
experiments and an online user study. Section 2.6 analyzes the topic interest change behaviors
of users, and finally we conclude this chapter in Section 2.7.
2.2 Related Work
Due to the great importance of opinion leader, in the field of sociology, a great number of
sociologists have studied to understand the concept and characteristics of opinion leaders [21,
66, 17, 77]. In this section, we mainly focus on previous related work on online communities
and social media and give a summary of them, which can be divided into two main kinds of
methods: expertise-focused method and influence-focused method.
2.2.1 Expertise-focused Method
Most previous works on CQA sites mainly aim at studying expert identification for the
purpose of improving the quality of answers. For example, Bouguessa et al. [14] proposed
a probabilistic approach based on a mixture model. The method identified which experts
would answer open questions based on the number of best answers published by users in a
large-scale community question answering site Yahoo!Answers. Riahi et al. [76] focused on
finding experts for a newly posted question through investigating and comparing the suitability
and performance of statistical topic models in the Stackoverflow website. Zhou et al. [113]
developed a novel graph-regularized matrix completion algorithm for inferring the user model,
thus improving the performance of expert finding in CQA systems.
With the increasing popularity of the SCQA sites, the issue of identifying important users
in SCQA sites has started to draw research interests. Song et al. [85] proposed a leading
user detection model for Quora, which takes into account the authority, activity and influence
of each user. However, the user influence in this model is measured by its node in-degree
in the social network, namely the number of followers, which cannot accurately capture the
notion of influence in social networks [38, 51]. In addition, all the factors in this model are
topic-irrelevant.
2.2.2 Influence-focused Method
There are also a great number of works that study the issue of opinion leader or influential
user identification in social media, which mainly focus on the influence of users. For the Bulletin
Board System (BBS), Zhai et al. [110] proposed interest-field based algorithms taking into
account the network structure and user’s interest to identify opinion leaders. For the blogosphere,
Song et al. [86] proposed a novel opinion leader identification algorithm considering the
importance and novelty of published blogs. Li et al. [58] proposed a framework to identify




Figure 2.2: A screen capture of user home page in Zhihu.
opinion leaders based on the information retrieved from blog contents, authors, readers and
their relationships. In the microblogging sites, especially Twitter, there are amounts of works
on identifying influential users [5, 20, 35, 57, 100]. One representative work is TwitterRank
algorithm [100], an extension of PageRank algorithm [38]. TwitterRank is proposed to identify
topic-sensitive influential users in Twitter considering both the topical similarity between users
and the link structure among users. In general, most approaches mainly focus on measuring
the user influence, which fail to identify topical opinion leaders in SCQA as SCQA users
disseminate information by both the following relationship and the QA function.
To sum up, identifying topic-sensitive opinion leaders in SCQA has not been well inves-
tigated. To tackle this problem, we propose a topical opinion leader identification algorithm
considering the topical knowledge expertise and the topical influence in the social network.
2.3 Dataset Collection and Analysis
In this section we first describe the dataset collection and then present some initial analysis
of the QA and social features in SCQA sites.
2.3.1 Dataset Collection
Zhihu, as a Chinese SCQA site, has become more and more popular. The work in this
chapter takes Zhihu as a case study. We collected the Zhihu dataset through web-based parallel
crawls. More specifically, we started user crawls using a set of 10 popular Zhihu users. The
crawls follow a Breadth-First Search (BFS) pattern through the following links of each user.
Finally, we totally crawled 1.41M+ individual users from Zhihu. As shown in Figure 2.2, each
user data contains the user ID, the user’s followers and followees, the answers and questions
posted by the user. As shown in Figure 2.3, for each question, we crawled its topics (i.e., the
topic tags of each question added by its author). For each answer, we crawled its received vote






Figure 2.3: A screen capture of question and answer in Zhihu.
Table 2.1: Data summary.
Total number of users 1,411,669
Total number of questions 701,982
Total number of answers 4,047,183
Total number of topics 160,664
Average number of followers per user 11.57
Average number of followees per user 42.94
Average number of votes per user 39.08
Average number of votes per answer 13.63
count and its corresponding question’s topics. As illustrated in Table 2.1, these users posted
701K+ unique questions and 4.04M+ unique answers in total.
According to the top-down tree-like topic structure provided by Zhihu, we crawled all the
unique topics in Zhihu. In the topic structure, there is only one root topic which has 6 child
topics but no parent topic. Except the lowest level topics (i.e., leaf topics), the other topics have
at least one parent topic and one child topic. For instance, the topic “Fitness” has two parent
topics “Sport” and “Health” while it has 31 child topics, such as “Muscle”, “Bodybuilding” and
so on. As shown in Table 2.1, we totally obtained 160K+ unique topics in Zhihu.
2.3.2 Initial Analysis
To explore the QA and social features of SCQA sites, we first present some initial analysis
based on our crawled data, including the distributions of questions, answers, followers and
followees. With this analysis, we find that the QA and social features of Zhihu are similar to
those of Quora studied in [97].
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Figure 2.4: Power law distribution of QA and following in Zhihu.
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of QA and following in Zhihu.
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Questions and Answers. One main function of SCQA is to allow users ask and answer
questions. In order to explore the QA features of SCQA, Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.4b show that
the distributions of the number of questions and answers posted by each user, which follow
power-law distribution. This means that a small portion of users posted a great number of
questions or answers while most users posted a few ones. As shown in Figure 2.5a, we can
observe that 81% of the users did not ask any question and 72% of the users did not give any
answer, which conforms to 80/20 rule.
Followers and Followees. SCQA constructs a directed social network where users can
follow each other. To explore the social feature, we analyze the number of users’ followers
and followees in Zhihu. Figure 2.4c and Figure 2.4d plot the distributions of the number of
followers and followees per user, which also follow power-law distribution. The exponential
fitting parameter α for the follower count distribution is 1.84 with standard error 0.001, which
is close to that of Twitter (α=2.28) [97]. The average numbers of followers and followees per
user are around 12 and 43. As illustrated in Figure 2.5b, about 38% of users have no follower
and more than 99% of users have followees. This observation implies that Zhihu is a relatively
dense social network like Twitter.
2.4 Topical Opinion Leader Identification
Framework
This work mainly aims at identifying topical opinion leaders, who have both strong topic-
sensitive influence and high topic-relevant knowledge expertise in SCQA sites. To measure
the true topic-sensitive influence, we propose QARank algorithm in Section 2.4.1. To mea-
sure the topical expertise, we present three topic-relevant expertise metrics in Section 2.4.2.
Based on these two factors, we build a topical opinion leader identification algorithm called
QALeaderRank. With the consideration of combining both the topic-sensitive influence and the
topic-relevant knowledge expertise equally, users’ ranking scores in topic T (|T | ≥ 1), denoted
as LRT , can be calculated by:
LRT = InfT × EST (2.1)
where InfT denotes the topic-sensitive influence in topic T and EST means the topic-related
expertise. Thus, for a topic T , the users who have high ranking scores are identified as topical
opinion leaders.
2.4.1 Topic-sensitive Influence Measure
We first conduct topic preprocessing to represent the topic interest of each user, and then
confirm the existence of homophily in our dataset. Based on this topic preprocessing and the
finding, a novel approach to measure users’ topic-sensitive influence is proposed in this section.
Table 2.2 lists the descriptions of notations.
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Table 2.2: Notation descriptions.
Notation Description
n the total number of users
s the total number of unique topics
A, Q n × s matrix, where Ai,t/Qi,t contains the number of topic t in
user ui’s answers/questions
V n× s matrix, where Vi,t contains the number of votes received by
user ui in topic t
AM , QM n× 7 matrix, where AMi,t/QMi,t contains the number of major
topic t in user ui’s answers/questions
CM n× 7 matrix, where CMi,t contains the number of major topic t
in user ui’s posts (questions and answers), i.e., CMi,t = AMi,t +
QMi,t
Topic Preprocessing. The purpose of topic preprocessing is to identify each user’s topic
interest. In Zhihu, each post of a user is always related to many unique topics so that a user has
much more unique topics in the published posts. Hence, directly leveraging these unique topics
to represent the topic interest of a user is very intricate because of their amount and diversity.
To this end, utilizing the tree-like topic structure of Zhihu, we aggregate these topics into seven
major topics, which cover all the topic fields in Zhihu. It is worth noting that, besides 6 child
topics of the root topic, we select another representative topic “Science & Technology” that had
not been edited into the topic structure due to some mistakes from Zhihu topic organization.
Using this topic aggregation method, each post’s topics of each user are transformed to the
corresponding major topics according to the topic relationship in the topic structure.
To identify each user’s topic interest, we first compute the topic interest of each user’s
questions and answers over the major topics respectively. We can row normalize AM , QM
into AM ′, QM ′ such that ||AM ′i,.||1 = 1 for each row AM ′i,. and ||QM ′i,.||1 = 1 for each row
QM ′i,.. Each row of these two matrices denotes the probability distribution of a user’s interest
in question/answer. Using a distance metric for probability distribution [28], the topic interest
difference TD between questions and answers of user ui can be calculated as:
TDQA(i) = TD(AM ′i,., QM ′i,.)
=
√
DKL(AM ′i,.||M) +DKL(QM ′i,.||M)
(2.2)




i,.). DKL is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence which defines the





Figure 2.6 demonstrates the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of topic interest
difference between questions and answers of each user. The analysis is applied on a set of
181K+ users who posted at least one question and one answer. We can observe that the topic
interests of their questions and answers for most users are similar. Hence, in this work, the
major topic probability distribution of posts published by each user is utilized to present each
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Figure 2.7: Distribution of question topic type.
user’s topic interest. Namely, after the row normalization, CM ′i,t indicates the probability that
user ui is interested in topic t. Note that the topics are transformed to the corresponding major
topics only in the user topic interest calculation process.
Besides, to examine the topic diversity in SCQA sites, Figure 2.7 illustrates the distribution
of question topic type in Zhihu, where k-topic means a type of questions that is relevant to
k major topic(s). We can observe that multi-topic questions account for 86.4%, implying
that multi-topic questions are pervasive in Zhihu. Inspired by this, our proposed algorithm is
required to support identifying multi-topic opinion leaders.
Homophily. To assist in measuring the true topical influence of each user, we need to
examine whether homophily exists in the social network of our dataset, which has been observed
in many social networks [62, 100]. The phenomenon shows that users follow each other on
account of similar topic interest, which means that the influence on each follower would depend
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on the topic interest. The question can assist in verifying whether homophily exists in Zhihu:
Do users with “following” relationships have more similar topic interest than those without?
The question can be formalized as a two-sample t-test: The null hypothesis isH0 : µfollow =
µunfollow, and the alternative hypothesis is H1 : µfollow < µunfollow, where µfollow is the
mean topic interest difference between two users with “following” relationship, and µunfollow
indicates the mean topic interest difference of those without. We design homophily testing and
evaluation experiments based on a set of active Zhihu users who published at least 10 posts in
total, denoted asU (|U | = 124, 445). We conduct the two-sample t-test on the user congregation
because around 92% of the users in our dataset have less than 30 followees. Sample 0 contains
the topic interest difference of all the user pairs with “following” relationships while Sample 1
contains the topic interest difference between each user and some randomly chosen users whom
he/she does not follow. Note that the number of each user’s chosen non-followees is identical
to the number of each user’s followees. The topic interest difference between two users is
calculated as TDu(i, j) = TD(CM ′i,., CM ′j,.). The t-test result shows that H0 is rejected at
significant level α = 0.01 with a p-value of less than 1× 10−17. The t-test result depends on
the extent of the dataset normality. Skewness and kurtosis of these two samples are 1.19, 2.14
and 1.21, 2.09, which are considered acceptable in order to prove normal distribution [34].
Hence, we confirm that the existence of homophily in Zhihu.
QARank Algorithm. Based on the above process, we propose a novel topic-sensitive
influence measure algorithm called QARank, which incorporates three factors:
• Network structure: A user’s influence is propagated to other users through following
links between them in SCQA. Hence, QARank considers the link structure, similar to the
authority measure of a web page.
• Topic interest: Based on homophily, a user’s topical influence on his follower is stronger
when their interests in this topic are more similar and vice versa. A user has different
influence in different topic in the same social network.
• Knowledge authority: Generally a user’s opinion is always accepted by his followers
when his answers obtain many votes. Hence, the knowledge authority of a user plays
an important role in his influence. Specifically, the more votes a user received, the more
authoritative his followers think he is.
The proposed QARank, as an extension of TwitterRank, is modeled as a random surfer model.
Let G be a directed graph where each node indicates a user and each directed edge denotes
a “following” relationship between two users. A random surfer on the graph G visits each
user with certain probability through following the corresponding edge. QARank differentiates
itself from TwitterRank in that the topical knowledge authority is considered into the transition
probability from one user to another meanwhile QARank can measure the multi-topic influence
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Receive 400 votes 
in topic T
Receive 200 votes 
in topic T
Figure 2.8: Example of transition probability calculation in QARank.
by leveraging Euclidean distance to measure the topic interest difference. Hence, each element
of the transition matrix PT for the topic set T (|T | ≥ 1) is calculated as:
PT (i, j) =
|Vj,T |∑
k:ui follows uk |Vk,T |
× simT (i, j) (2.3)
where
simT (i, j) = 1−
√∑
t∈T
(CM ′i,t − CM
′
j,t)2 (2.4)
where PT (i, j) is the transition probability from follower ui to followee uj in the random
surfer model. |Vj,T | =
∑
t∈T Vj,t is the number of votes received by user uj in topic T , and∑
k:ui follows uk |Vk,T | is the total number of votes received by all ui’s followees in topic set T .
In the model, the number of topic-related votes received is regarded as the topical knowledge
authority of a user. Figure 2.8 shows an example about three users. uc follows ua and ub, who
received 400 and 200 votes in topic T respectively. In this case, ua’s influence on uc is two
times of that of ub, when the topic interest similarity among the three users is not considered.
Of cause, uc’s influence on ua and ub are also related to the topic interest similarity between
them.
In addition, in case of dangling nodes that do not have any out-degree and cyclic loops in
the network, we apply random jump [38] by adding a teleportation vector ET :
ET = A′′.,T (2.5)
where A.,T =
∑
t∈T A.,t, and A
′′
.,T is the column-normalized version of A.,T so that ||A′′.,T ||1 =
1.
Given the transition probability matrix and the teleportation vector, the topical influence
scores of users in topic set T , known as InfT , can be calculated iteratively as:
InfT = λPT × InfT + (1− λ)ET (2.6)
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2.4.2 Topic-relevant Expertise Measure
Measuring topic-relevant expertise is of great significance in identifying topical opinion lead-
ers in SCQA sites. In order to infer the topic-relevant expertise, we propose three topic-relevant
metrics incorporating the knowledge capacity, satisfaction and contribution separately.
Knowledge capacity. In SCQA sites, answering many questions in specific topics means
that one has rich topic-related knowledge while asking lots of topic-related questions usually
indicates one lacks knowledge about these topics. Therefore, the z-score is adopted to measure
a user’s knowledge capacity in specific topics [112]. The knowledge capacity of user ui in topic
set T is calculated as:
KCT (i) =
|Ai,T | − |Qi,T |√
|Ai,T |+ |Qi,T |
(2.7)
where |Ai,T | =
∑
t∈T Ai,t is the number of answers published by user uj in topic set T and
|Qi,T | =
∑
t∈T Qi,t sums up the number of questions asked by user ui in topic set T . If answers
are more than questions, KC is positive, otherwise it is negative.
Knowledge satisfaction. Another important function in SCQA is voting answers if a user
agrees on them. The number of received votes indicates the satisfaction degree that an answer
obtains. Hence, we use the average number of votes for the ui’s T -related answers as the





Knowledge contribution. Topical opinion leaders should be active and make a great
number of contributions to SCQA sites. In our work, we choose the number of topic-related
answers to measure the knowledge contribution of user ui, which is calculated by:
ICT (i) = |Ai,T | (2.9)
Before combining the above three factors, Min-Max normalization is adopted to rescale the
range of factors to [0, 1]. Therefore, KCT , KST , and ICT are transformed into the Min-Max
normalized forms K̃CT , K̃ST , and ĨCT . Given this, the expertise score EST of user ui in
topic set T (|T | ≥ 1) is calculated by:
EST (i) = F(βK̃CT (i), γK̃ST (i), (1− β − γ)ĨCT (i)) (2.10)
where F(x, y, z) means the expertise measure method, β and γ are two parameters tunning the
weight. To compare with [85] equally in the evaluation section, in our work, F(x, y, z) is a
weighted sum of three metrics. It is worth noting that the expertise measure can be replaced
with other efficient methods [68, 76].
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In conclusion, the ranking process details of QALeaderRank algorithm are illustrated in
Algorithm 1. Based on this, we can calculate the ranking score of each user to identify
top-ranked users as topical opinion leaders.
Algorithm 1: QALeaderRank algorithm
Input :U , G, V , A, Q, CM ′, T , maximal iteration number max, amount of
convergence required ε
Output :ranking score list LR
1 foreach user ui ∈ U do
2 Extract ui’s followee list L from G;
3 foreach user uj ∈ L do
4 Compute the transition probability PT (i, j) from ui to uj using Equation 2.3;
5 end
6 Compute ui’s knowledge capacity, satisfaction and contribution using Equation 2.7,
2.8, and 2.9;
7 Compute ui’s knowledge expertise EST (i) using Equation 2.10;
8 end
9 Compute the teleportation vector ET using Equation 2.5;
10 do
11 Update InfT (n) = λPT × InfT (n− 1) + (1− λ)ET ;
12 Update the convergence distance dist(n, n− 1);
13 Update iteration number num+ = 1;
14 while num ≥ max & dist(n, n− 1) ≤ ε;
15 return LR = InfT × EST
2.5 Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of the proposed QALeaderRank over 10
popular topics in Zhihu along with an online user study.
To test the performance of QALeaderRank (QALR), we compare it with two baseline
algorithms in our experiments.
• TwitterRank (TR): It measures users’ topic-sensitive influence with the consideration
of the topical similarity and the link structure [100]. However, TwitterRank does not take
any knowledge expertise into account.
• InExRank (IR): Song et.al. [85] proposed a topic-irrelevant method considering au-
thority, activity and influence. In order to compare with this work, we extend it by
incorporating topical expertise and following information (i.e., follower count) denoted
as InExRank.
Two similarity metrics for comparing rankings are leveraged as follows:
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Table 2.3: Ranking similarity among top 20 users identified by three algorithms.
OSim KSim
Mean Median Mean Median
QALR 0.24 0.19 0.42 0.42
IR 0.15 0.14 0.39 0.41
TR 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96
• OSim(r1, r2) : It measures the overlap degree of two top k rankings r1 and r2 [42],




• KSim(r1, r2) : It considers the degree to which the relative ordering of two rankings
r1 and r2 is in agreement [26]. Let R = r1 ∪ r2, and θ1 = R − r1. We extend r1 by
appending θ1 to the tail of r1 to yield r′1. r
′
2 is analogously extended. Thus, the KSim
similarity can be calculated by:
KSim(r1, r2) =
|{(u, v)|r′1, r′2 agree on order of (u, v)}|
|R| × (|R| − 1)
where (u, v) ∈ R×R (u 6= v) means u ranks in front of v.
2.5.1 Performance Evaluation
We compare the performance of QALR and two baseline algorithms on our Zhihu dataset
over 10 popular topics from some different perspectives. These topics are “Movie ”(T0),
“Psychology” (T1), “Travel” (T2), “Food” (T3), “Fitness” (T4), “Internet” (T5), “Fashion” (T6),
“Pioneer” (T7), “Design” (T8), “Finance” (T9). For the simplicity, we assume three expertise
metrics are equally essential to the expertise measure, i.e., β = 13 , γ =
1
3 . Teleportation
parameter λ in QALR and LR are set as 0.85. As a result, we get three user rankings identified
by three methods.
Performance on Topic Correlation. We look at the ranking correlation between topic pairs
for the three algorithms to compare their topic sensitivity. From Table 2.3, we can observe that
TR identifies much more similar leaders (with high mean/median value) than IR and QALR,
while QALR and IR can yield diversified top-ranked users in each topic. This is because TR
considers the number of published posts during computing transition probability, which makes
one user who published many topic-irrelevant posts get high ranking score in the random surfer.
Besides, the ranking similarity of IR is a little less than that of QALR, which is because QALR
considers more topical influence rather than mainly focusing on the topical expertise.
Performance on User Identification. Before comparing the performance, we first divide
users into 4 types according to their influence and expertise. An illustration is given in Figure 2.1.
The 4 types of users are as follows:
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Table 2.4: Statistic comparison of top 20 users identified by three algorithms.
Number of followers Number of votes Number of answers
Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median
QALR 46922.59 6494.0 12245.54 4481.5 48.41 16.0
IR 43453.73 549.0 8389.55 1185.0 169.68 109.0
TR 56171.41 9261.5 4766.57 235.0 29.35 7.0
• Type I: Influential users with expertise (Zone I in Figure 2.1) have strong influence and
high expertise in specific topic(s). They always have a great number of followers, publish
many posts and receive a large number of votes.
• Type II: Influential users without expertise (Zone II in Figure 2.1) have strong influence
due to their popularity in other fields but publish very few posts and get few votes in
specific topic(s).
• Type III: Non-influential users without expertise (Zone III in Figure 2.1) seldom submit
posts and do not influence others in given topic(s).
• Type IV: Non-influential users with expertise (Zone IV in Figure 2.1) are not influential
and have few followers. However, they like publishing posts.
The purpose of our work is to identify type-I users from all users as accurately as possible.
This section studies the detailed information of opinion leaders identified by three algorithms
to compare their identification accuracy.
The results of QALR are conformant to our expectation. The top-ranked topical opinion
leaders identified by QALR mostly published lots of topic-related posts and received a great
number of votes. They have many followers including some important followers, who are also
top-ranked users. It is evident that they belong to type-I. Table 2.4 also shows that the top 20
users of QALR get much more votes than those of two baselines over 10 topics. Furthermore,
we take some top 5 users of QALR for the detailed explanation. As shown in Table 2.5,
“wangxing” is identified as an opinion leader in topic “Pioneer”. We find that he posted mainly
about pioneer and has 61,268 followers including an important user “zhou-kui”. Actually
most of pioneer-related top 5 opinion leaders are successful company founders in real life. For
example, “wangxing” founded some popular websites such as meituan.com, fanfou.com and
renren.com. “zhou-kui” is a partner of Sequoia Capital China. “dreamcog” founded a company
named youxiamotors. In addition, “xiepanda”, “liuniandate”and “WxzxzW” are identified
as top 5 leaders in many topics because they are so-called cewebrity, who acquired fame by
publishing a great number of posts about various topics. For instance, “xiepanda” posted mostly
about movie, psychology, food, Internet and finance. He also often posted about fitness, fashion,
pioneer and design. Besides, his answers always got 400+ votes in related topics.
However, for the results of TR, some type-II users like the users colored in red in Table 2.5
are identified. For example, “xiepanda”, “liuniandate”, “chuan-zhu”, and “mazk” are identified
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Table 2.5: List of top 5 users respectively identified by three algorithms over 10 topics.
Topic
#
Topic QALeaderRank InExRank TwitterRank
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Figure 2.9: IER comparison of top users.
by TR as 4 out of top 5 users in topic “Travel”. However, in fact, ”xiepanda” did not post
any content about “Travel”, “liuniandate”, “chuan-zhu”, and “mazk” only posted one or two
answers which received few votes. This is because the influence-focused TR ignores the topical
knowledge expertise. Thus, as shown in Table 2.4, although the mean/median follower count
of top 20 users identified by TR is higher than that identified by QALR, TR is much less than
QALR in terms of vote/answer count.
For IR, a big problem is that IR, an expertise-focused method, yields a number of type-IV
users like the users colored in blue in Table 2.5. For instance, in topic T3, “rou-si-23” only
has 20 followers but published 192 related answers with 15 of maximal vote count and 0.58 of
average vote count. “HuDP” posted 615 Internet-related answers that got 9 of maximal vote
count and 0.34 of average vote count and only has 33 followers. One can image that these
type-IV users may be paid posters, spammers or normal active but non-influential users, but
cannot be indeed topical opinion leaders. This results from the accumulation of four factors in
IR algorithm where one large factor (i.e., the number of answers) can greatly increase the final
ranking score. Table 2.4 shows that the top 20 users identified by IR got much less votes than
those identified by QALR although the users of IR posted much more answers. Meanwhile,
the top-ranked users of IR have much less followers than those of QALR. This is because IR
measures influence using the number of followers while QALR measures the topical influence
based on the link structure of the social network.
Performance on Identification Error Rate. As mentioned above, some users who are
not topical opinion leaders are wrongly identified by algorithms, such as type-II and type-IV
users. In order to measure the fraction of apparently wrongly identified users, a new metric,
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Figure 2.10: IER comparison over topics.
Identification Error Rate (IER), is proposed in this chapter. For the top k users in topic t, IER
can be calculated as:
IER(k, t) = |{li|v
t
i ≤ nv or fi ≤ nf, i ∈ [0, k)}|
k
(2.11)
where li is the i-th identified leaders. vti denotes average vote count of li in topic t and fi is
li’s follower count. nv and nf indicates average number of votes of all answers and average
number of followers of all users respectively. In our work, we assume that li is a wrongly
identified top-ranked user if his vti or fi is less than the mean value of all users. Thus as shown
in Table 2.1, we set nv = 13.63 and nf = 11.57.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the average IER of identified top k users over 10 topics for the three
algorithms. We can observe that IER of QALR is always below 20% while IR and TR yield very
high IER. As an example, Figure 2.10 illustrates IER comparison of the top 20 users in each
topic. Note that the rankings of QALR also lead to the lowest IER in each topic. In particular,
the rankings identified by QALR are of extremely high quality (IER = 0) in topics T0, T1,
and T9. These observations further demonstrate that our proposed QALR greatly outperforms
the two baselines in SCQA.
Performance on Multi-topic Identification. Our proposed QALeaderRank can also iden-
tify multi-topic opinion leaders. We show results for 2-topic opinion leaders identification in
Table 2.6. For example, “8king” and “big_caaat” is respectively identified as a fashion-design-
related opinion leader and a Internet-finance opinion leader. “big_caaat” posted frequently
about Internet and Finance, who has 7939 followers including an important user “xiepanda”.
He published 83 Internet-related answers with 227 of average vote count and 48 finance-related
answers with 163 of average vote count. “8king” posted frequently high-quality answers about
fashion and design. He is also followed by a number of important users, including “WxzxzW”
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Table 2.6: Top 5 multi-topic users identified by QALeaderRank.
Topic Top 5 users
(Movie, Psychology) xiepanda, WxzxzW, vikinglau, li-
uniandate, zhang-xiao-wei-23
(Fashion, Design) WxzxzW, sickberry, 8king,
xiepanda, liuniandate
















Figure 2.11: Distribution of Participants.
and “sickberry”. It is worth noting that “liuniandate” is ranked as the No.4 opinion leader
across two topics “Movie” and “Psychology”. However, the user is respectively ranked as No.2
in these two topics. This is because QAleaderRank considers the general topical influence of
the social network based on topical interest and knowledge expertise instead of the individual
influence for each topic.
2.5.2 User Study
To further evaluate the proposed approach, we conducted a user study to compare the
proposed QALeaderRank with two baseline algorithms over 10 topics. By respectively selecting
the top 20 users for each topic from the three algorithms, we obtained about 50 users in each
topic due to some overlapping among the top 20 users of the three methods. Then we designed
an online questionnaire that asked each participant to choose one topic that he/she focused on
most frequently and rate each user’s topical opinion influence using 5-point Likert scales. The
questionnaire listed each user’s name and three representative topic-related answers as tips.
The top 3 topic-related answers are selected as the three representative answers in terms of the
number of received votes. Before answering this questionnaire, each participant is required
to understand 5 degrees of topical opinion influence as shown in Table 2.7. We spread the
questionnaire to some professional online Zhihu discussion groups, the majority of whose
members are active Zhihu users. Totally, we received about 200 valid questionnaire responses
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Table 2.7: 5-point Likert scales in the questionnaire.
Degree Description
1 point very weak, which means you do not know the user or never
view any topic-related post published by the user
2 point weak, meaning that you browsed some unimpressive topic-
related posts published by the user
3 point medium, meaning that you browsed and agreed on some of
topic-related posts the user published
4 point strong, which indicates that you browsed and agreed on
most of posts and opinions of the user in this topic, and
voted or commented on his/her answers
5 point very strong, meaning that you agreed on the the user’s opin-
ions and posts absolutely, often checked the user’s update,
and have invited or would like to invite the user to answer
your topic-related questions






















Figure 2.12: Average rating comparison.
(about 20 responses for each topic). Before comparing the results, we show some distributions
of personal information from participants. As shown in 2.11a and 2.11b, we can find that the
distributions of participants are similar to the distributions of users in Zhihu which are reported
in [2]. Therefore, these participants are not only active users in Zhihu, but also representative in
Zhihu, because they are reasonably distributed in all user classes from gender and education
perspectives. In the future, we plan to invite some experts in Zhihu to rate the identified topical
opinion leaders from these three methods, which would further make the evaluation results
more convincing.
Average rating comparison. Using the ratings collected from those questionnaire re-
sponses, we calculate and give the comparison of average ratings of top 20 users identified by
three algorithms as shown in Figure 2.12. We find that the overall ratings of QALR over 10
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of similarity (OSim) between real rankings and identified rankings.
topics are higher than those of two baseline methods. Note that average ratings of QALR seem
not high, resulting from that the user study is in a cold-start situation with limited information
from each participant.
Ranking similarity comparison. Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 report on the ranking sim-
ilarity between real rankings and the top 20 rankings generated by the three algorithms over
10 topics. The real rankings for each topic is produced by ordering the average rating of each
user in each topic. From Figure 2.13, we can observe that the rankings of QALR are much
closer to the real rankings than those of two baselines over 10 topics in terms of the overlap
similarity OSim. Especially, our algorithm yields much more prominent rankings in topics T0,
T4, T8 and T9. Furthermore, from Figure 2.14, for nearly all the topics, the ordering accuracy
of QALR is higher than those of two baseline algorithms. As a result, a majority of participants
preferred the rankings of QALR.
2.5.3 Discussion
In information retrieval, learning to rank (L2R) has been received a lot of attention from
research community. For further improvement, our work proposes an preliminary framework
containing two steps: top k user retrieval and L2R re-ranking. The first phase is generating and
aggregating top k users using several heuristic models, which are QALeaderRank, InExRank,
and TwitterRank in our work. In the second phase, a more accurate but computationally
expensive L2R model is used to re-rank these users. We adopt RankNet [16], which uses
gradient descent and employs cross entropy as loss function to train a neural network model. In
order to enhance ranking accuracy, apart from the four factors considered in QALeaderRank,
we also take into account the number of followers, the maximum number of received votes, and
the number of questions in a given topic.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of similarity (KSim) between real rankings and identified rankings.
Table 2.8: Comparison of average KSim similarity for 3 models.
Method Random QALeaderRank RankNet
Average KSim 0.377 0.443 0.493
As shown in Table 2.8, we compare the ranking results of RankNet to those of QALeader-
Rank and Random model leveraging the KSim similarity. From Table 2.8, we find that RankNet
enhances the ranking accuracy of QALeaderRank with only considering three more factors.
Hence, we believe that the ranking accuracy would be improved further if much more features
are taken into account in L2R model. This work will be conducted in the future.
2.6 Analysis of User Topic Interest Change
After identifying topical opinion leaders, further understanding and predicting their topic
interest change behaviors is of great significance for many applications, such as answerer recom-
mendation for askers, question invitation for topical opinion leaders, topic recommendation for
users. Hence, in this section, we try to analyze and predict the topic interest change behaviors
of a great number of active users including topical opinion leaders so that we can understand
topical opinion leaders as well as general active users in SCQA sites. Based on the analysis and
experiments, we detect the change patterns of user topic interest and examine the predictability
of user topic interest change.
2.6.1 Detecting Change Patterns of User Topic Interest
As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, multi-topic posts are ubiquitous in SCQA sites. Besides,
with the continuous emergence of new topics and events, some users could be attracted by
new topics and events and focus on new topic domains. Therefore, we can image that there
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maybe exist various kinds of users in SCQA sites: some kind of users always focus on several
relatively fixed topics which means their topic interests are stable over time while some kind
of users prefer more new emerging topics which means their topic interests are more or less
unstable over time. Therefore, in this multi-topic era, we try to explore and answer the question:
how does the user topic interest change in SCQA sites?
In order to find the user topic interest change patterns, we first extract active users who
published more than l answers as representative samples, and then obtain a sequence of topic
interests over time for each user ui, i.e., Si = {s1, s2, ..., sl} where sk denotes the 7-dimension
topic interest of the k-th answer in the sequence Si and the sequence is arranged by their
published time in an increasing order. Using the calculation method of user topic interest in
Section 2.4.1, each answer’s topic interest is denoted as the probability distribution over 7 major
topics. To represent the topic interest change, we calculate the topic interest difference between
sk−1 and sk as:




where mt−1 = 12(st−1 + st). Following the topic interest difference method, each user ui has
a sequence of topic interest change, i.e., Ci = {c1, c2, ..., cl−1}. Here ck has a value range
between 0 and
√
2, where lower value denotes these two sequential topic interests are more
similar. In our work, we select the active users who published more than 30 answers as samples,
i.e., l = 30. The number of these active users are 28278.
Drawing on these topic interest change sequences, we can cluster these users into several
clusters to detect the change patterns of user topic interest. For this purpose, we leverage
k-means clustering algorithm and set the number of clusters as 4 according to the clustering
results. Figure 2.15 illustrates these four clusters’ centers, which respectively represent four
kinds of the user topic interest change patterns. As a result, in terms of the topic interest change
patterns, SCQA users are divided into four clusters:
• Cluster 1: This type of users always change their topic interests over time, which may be
because these users have a rich knowledge about various topics or they are interested in
many kinds of topics.
• Cluster 2: This type of users’ topic interests tend to be relatively stable from an unstable
state, which may be because at the beginning, these users have not found their favorite
topics yet, after finding interesting topics, they tend to focus on them during some period.
• Cluster 3: This type of users merely greatly change their topic interests over time, which
may be because these users have found their favorite topics and keep focusing on these
fields of topics.
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Figure 2.15: Four clusters of users in terms of topic interest change.
• Cluster 4: This type of users’ topic interests tend to be relatively unstable from a stable
state, which may be because at the beginning, these users have their favorite topics, and
over time they want to develop their interests and involve the other topics.
As illustrated in Table 2.9, among the four clusters, Cluster 4 accounts for around 12% of
the total amounts, which means that only a small body of users in SCQA sites always focus on
several fixed topics. We can image that, with more and more new topics emerging, a majority
of users not only concentrate on their current fixed topics but also change to involve in other
interesting new topics. In a word, in current SCQA sites, a large body of users always change
their topic interests.
We also specially explore the change patterns of opinion leaders’ topic interest. To this end,
we separately extract top-200 opinion leaders in each of ten most popular topics and obtain
1030 unique opinion leaders who published more than 30 answers. We also use the same
clustering method to cluster opinion leaders’ topic interest change patterns. Finally, we get
very similar four patterns like Figure 2.15 and also obtain very similar distributions of clusters
as shown in Table 2.9. To sum up, these topic interest change patterns exist in general active
users as well as opinion leaders, which implies that every topic change pattern users have their
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Table 2.9: Clusters of users.
Cluster ID Active users Opinion leaders
Cluster 1 31.6% 34.2%
Cluster 2 28.1% 28.4%
Cluster 3 12.3% 12.4%
Cluster 4 28.0% 25.0%
own opinion leaders. It is worth noting that Cluster 1 of opinion leaders accounts for higher
proportion than that of general active users. This may be because, in order to enhance their
influence and expertise, opinion leaders need to focus on and obtain richer knowledge about
various topics and follow real-time new topics compared with general active users.
2.6.2 Predicting User Topic Interest Change
In this section, we first explore whether the user topic interest change are predictable and
then try to predict the next topic interest. This prediction work can further assist in predicting
and controlling topical opinion leader’s topic interest change, which would promote many
fine-grained recommendation applications.
Prediction of topic interest change. The task aims at initially examining the predictability
of user topic interest change. Therefore, for simplicity, we predict the next topic interest change
simply based on the previous topic interest changes without considering any other features.
In order to intuitively show the change, we regard this problem as a binary classification task.
More specifically, as mentioned in Section 2.6.1, for each user ui, it has a sequence of topic
interest changes Ci = {c1, c2, ..., cl−2, cl−1}. Regarding the task, we first set a topic interest
change threshold Tc to label the change, i.e., if cl−1 < Tc, then b = 0 means no strong change,
otherwise b = 1 means strong change. Hence, this task is to predict the topic interest change
label b based on the previous l − 2 topic interest changes.
We choose several machine learning and deep neural network methods to predict the
topic interest change, including Logistic Regression (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Network. In this experiment, 90%
samples for each class are randomly selected as the training data and the rest for testing. All
the prediction tasks are repeated 10 times and the average prediction performance is reported.
The prediction performance is evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score.
As illustrated in Table 2.10, LSTM outperforms the other methods in terms of accuracy,
precision, recall and F1-score as LSTM considers the temporal order of the previous topic
interest changes. Obviously, all these methods have much higher prediction performance than
the random guess method (i.e., 50% prediction performance). As a result, we can preliminarily
examine that the user topic interest change can be predictable. In the future work, we plan to
consider more related features to further enhance the prediction performance.
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Table 2.10: Prediction of user’s topic interest change.
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
LR 0.64 0.62 0.59 0.58
NB 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.59
SVM 0.64 0.62 0.59 0.58
LSTM 0.66 0.65 0.61 0.60
Prediction of next topic interest. The aim of the second task is to predict the next topic
interest distribution of a user based on its previous topic interests. To be more specific, as
defined in Section 2.6.1, for each user ui, it has a sequence of topic interest distributions
Si = {s1, s2, ..., sl−1} where each element sk in the sequence denotes the 7-dimension major
topic interest distribution. The purpose of the task is to predict the next topic interest distribution
sl based on the previous sequence of topic interest distributions with the length of l − 1.
This task is like predicting the next word based on previous several words. Each topic
interest distribution can be regarded as embedding like word embedding. Inspired by this
similarity, LSTM Network [43] is used to predict the next topic interest because of its excellent
performance on sequence modeling, such as text modeling. The LSTM network introduces a
memory cell that can preserve cell state over long periods of time so that it can address the
problem of long-term dependencies and consider the temporal order of a sequence.
In our experiment, the LSTM network is implemented by Keras which is a deep learning
library based on TensorFlow. Stochastic gradient descent using Adam optimiser is applied to
update trainable parameters. The batch size is set as 128. We set the dimension of the LSTM
hidden state as 32. The neural network model is trained for 100 epochs with an early stopping
to report the results. Our data set is divided into the training and testing sets with a ratio of
9:1.
We define two evaluation metrics to measure the topic interest prediction performance. The
first metric is Mean Topic interest Difference (MTD), which measures the mean topic interest
difference between predicted topic interest and actual topic interest. The other one is Mean
Pearson’s Correlation coefficient (MPC), which measures the mean Pearson’s product-moment
correlation coefficient between predicted topic interest and actual topic interest. These two











where sil and s̃il are the actual and predicted topic interest distribution of the i-th users in the
test data set with N users, respectively. TD and PC denotes the topic interest difference and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between two topic interest distributions.
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Through the experiment, we get 0.4308 and 0.5808 in terms of MTD and MPC. As mentioned
in Section 2.6.1, the topic interest difference degree that denotes weak change is around 0.4 so
that we can say that MTD is low, which indicates that the actual topic distributions is similar
to our predictions. Besides, the value of MPC also indicates that the model can predict the
relatively similar topic interest for each user. In the future work, to enhance the prediction
performance, we plan to consider more features, such as the number of votes, the number of
comments, and employ attention mechanism to select informative factors for the sequence.
2.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter focuses on identifying topical opinion leaders in SCQA and proposes an
efficient method called QALeaderRank, considering both the topic-sensitive influence and the
topic-relevant expertise. In the proposed QALeaderRank, to measure the true topical influence,
by exploring the QA and social features, we propose a novel topic-sensitive influence measure
algorithm named QARank for SCQA, incorporating the network structure, the topic interest
similarity between users and the topical knowledge authority. In addition, we employ three
topic-relevant expertise metrics for inferring the topical expertise. The experimental results over
ten popular topics, along with the feedback from an online user study, show that QALeaderRank
greatly outperforms the compared state-of-the-art methods. Finally, we further analyze and
predict the topic interest change behaviors of active users including topical opinion leaders.
Based on the observations, we detect the change patterns of user topic interest and examine the
predictability of user topic interest.




Socioeconomic Status based on
Mobile Phone Data
Nowadays with the ubiquity of mobile phones, predicting Socioeconomic Status (SES) based
on mobile phone data has become a hot research topic. In this chapter, compared with previous
work on region or household’s SES, we aim at addressing a new problem of predicting individual
SES based on mobile phone data. Nevertheless, the task has three main challenges, i.e., sparse
individual records, scarce explicit relationships and limited labeled samples. To this end, this
work in the chapter proposes a semi-supervised hypergraph-based factor graph model for
individual SES prediction. First, it is able to efficiently capture the associations between SES
and individual mobile phone data to reduce the loss caused by the individual record sparsity.
Second, to mitigate the scarcity of explicit relationships, the model can capture implicit high-
order mobility pattern relationships among users by the hypergraph structure. Third, the model
can explore the limited labeled data and unlabeled data in a semi-supervised way. Experimental
results indicate that the proposed model outperforms previous work on SES prediction by
5-22% in terms of F1-score and provides a considerable improvement (2-9%) compared with
the state-of-the-art hypergraph-based methods and factor graph methods.
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3.1 Introduction
Socioeconomic Status (SES) characterizes an individual, a household or a region’s economic
and social position in relation to others, which is typically divided into three levels (high,
middle, and low) [84]. Assessing SES not only helps governments and research institutes study
and make public policies, but also assists in meeting the needs of target clients by evaluating
their purchasing power from a commercial perspective. Furthermore, SES can benefit a wide
range of other fields, such as health [71, 103], education [82] and public transportation [19].
National statistical offices measure socioeconomic information typically by a large number of
personal or household interviews. However, assessing individual SES for a whole country or
region’s population by this traditional method is extremely expensive and time-consuming (e.g.,
usually once every 5 to 10 years). It is critical to develop a low-cost means for timely capturing
and assessing individual SES in a population.
Due to the worldwide ubiquity of smart phones and mobile services, mobile phone users
could generate various usage records at any time and any place. Therefore, mobile phone
data captures abundant information regarding personal social attributes, relation networks and
mobility patterns in a large-scale population, which to some extent reflects SES. Hence, mobile
phone data has been used as a novel data source for efficiently inferring SES with low cost.
Most existing work infer regional or household SES based on mobile phone data by directly
applying classic supervised machine learning methods [10, 44, 87]. Compared with prior work,
this work studies the SES prediction on mobile phone data at an individual level. Intuitively,
even living in the same household and area, individuals probably have different SES levels.
Inferring the individual SES provides the finest level of evidence and indication to improve
the quality of corresponding public policies-making. Furthermore, it can enable numerous
fine-grained applications at an individual level, such as precision marketing, fine service and
assessment. However, individual SES prediction on mobile phone data proposes three following
main challenges:
• Sparse individual records. Compared with aggregated records of a region or household,
a large portion of individual mobile phone users actually generate sparse valid usage
records every day. With the ubiquity of WiFi, individual records that telco service
providers can identify are becoming rarer. For example, 71.9% users generate less than
two valid daily records in the data provided by an ISP in China. It is difficult to explore
enough information from sparse individual records for revealing personal SES as done in
the existing SES prediction work, thus causing poor prediction performance.
• Scarce explicit relationships. Due to the increasing popularity of mobile communica-
tion applications like WhatsApp and Wechat, an increasing number of mobile phone
users are giving up traditional voice calling and SMS services [1]. Subsequently, the
communication relationships built in these mobile applications are disconnected from
ISP-provided mobile phone data. Therefore, explicit relationships among users extracted
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from mobile phone records become scarce, which makes the methods based on such
relationships failed to work.
• Limited labeled samples. Since the cost of assessing individual SES by existing methods
is extremely high, it is rather difficult to obtain enough SES-labeled samples for learning
models. To the best of our knowledge, prior work on the SES prediction only employ
supervised learning methods to predict SES, which does not work well on data with
limited labeled samples.
To this end, this work in the chapter proposes a novel semi-supervised probabilistic model
called Hypergraph-based Factor Graph Model (HyperFGM). First, to reduce the performance
loss caused by the individual record sparsity, leveraging the idea of factor graph model, Hy-
perFGM utilizes customized factor functions to efficiently capture the correlations between
SES and numerous attributes of users extracted from individual mobile phone records, which
significantly exploits the power of sparse records compared with the prior methods on SES
prediction. Second, to address the explicit relationship scarcity problem, HyperFGM leverages
the advantage of hypergraph on high-order relationship modeling to model implicit high-order
relationships among users based on the hypergraph structure, which avoids the performance loss
caused by ignoring the implicit high-order relationships. Third, for handling the limited labeled
samples, HyperFGM explores both labeled and unlabeled data on a hypergraph network in a
semi-supervised way, thereby achieving better performance than supervised learning methods
in prior SES prediction work.
Compared with the proposed hypergraph-based factor graph model, traditional hypergraph-
based models [33, 80, 115], focusing on the relationships among objects, need to convert the
numerous attributes of objects into various relationships among objects, causing conversion
loss. Traditional factor graph models [91, 95, 105] only consider objects’ attributes and explicit
pair-wise relationships between objects in a simple graph, which ignore implicit and high-
order relationships among objects. However, there actually exist many complex high-order
relationships among objects [115]. Therefore, in order to solve the disadvantages of these
two traditional methods, HyperFGM, combining hypergraph-based model and factor graph
model into one model, predicts individual SES by not only directly considering the SES-related
attributes of users but also modeling the implicit high-order mobility pattern-based relationships
among users in the hypergraph structure.
We demonstrate the feasibility and power of HyperFGM on individual SES prediction using
a set of anonymized real mobile phone data collected from a major ISP in China. Experimental
results show that HyperFGM outperforms previous work on SES prediction by 5-22% w.r.t. the
F1-score and provides a considerable improvement (2-9%) compared with the state-of-the-art
hypergraph-based methods and factor graph methods. It is worth to note that the proposed
HyperFGM is a general semi-supervised classification method, which can be applied not only
to the SES prediction problem but also to other similar tasks.
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The major contributions in this work are summarized as follows.
• We first identify the issue of predicting individual SES from mobile phone data. To our
knowledge, no previous work has extensively studied this issue.
• We propose a semi-supervised probabilistic hypergraph model, HyperFGM, to solve
the SES prediction problem, which jointly considers user attributes and high-order
relationships among users based on the hypergraph structure.
• We apply our model on a collection of anonymized real mobile phone data. Experimental
results show that HyperFGM outperforms the baseline models.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses related work. Sec-
tion 3.3 shows the data collection. Section 3.4 describes the proposed HyperFGM model.
Section 3.5 evaluates the prediction performance of HyperFGM with extensive experiments.
Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.
3.2 Related Work
This section reviews the related work, containing SES prediction based on mobile phone
data, factor graph based model, and hypergraph based model.
3.2.1 SES Prediction based on Mobile Phone Data
SES prediction based on mobile phone data emerges as a very recent application of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) for social and economic good. One research direction is to investigate the
relation between regional economic development and mobile phone usage. [83] analyzed the
aggregated call detail records of mobile phone subscribers from two developing countries and
extracted a set of important features that are strongly correlated with poverty indexes. [60]
defined several indicators of mobile phone usage to analyze their correlations with economic
status indicators. [31] presented a study on large-scale datasets of cell phone records with
country-wide census data to analyze the relationship between specific socioeconomic factors
and the way people use cell phones in an emerging economy in Latin America. Their main
results show correlations between socioeconomic levels and social network or mobility patterns
among others.
Other efforts are on applying classic supervised machine learning techniques to predict
regional or household SES. [87] studied whether the information derived from the aggregated
use of cell phone records can be used to identify the socioeconomic levels of a population and
applied SVM and Random Forest (RF) on the aggregated cell phone records to predict regional
socioeconomic levels. [44] leveraged a supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to extract
latent recurring patterns of co-occurring behaviors across regions and then used them to infer
regional SES from large-scale spatio-temporal calling data. [10] developed a Deterministic
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Finite Automation (DFA)-based method to generate a large number of features and relied on
a linear regression method (elastic net) to predict the SES of each household in Rwanda on
mobile phone data. However, these classic supervised learning methods cannot solve three
challenges mentioned in Section 3.1, would lead to poor performance in predicting individual
SES from mobile phone data.
3.2.2 Factor Graph based Model
Factor graph based models, as a specific type of graphical models, have been widely applied
in many areas, such as social network modeling, disease forecasting and medical informatics.
[91] formalized the social relationship learning into a semi-supervised framework and proposed
a partially-labeled pairwise factor graph model by considering pairwise relations and attribute
factors to infer the type of social ties. [105] proposed a sparse factor graph model, which
projects sparse features into a lower-dimensional latent space and is able to capture the associa-
tions between complications and lab tests, to forecast potential diabetes complications. [95]
presented a factor graph based model with customized factor functions defined based on domain
knowledge, which can be used to infer characteristics of instantaneous brain activities by jointly
analyzing spatial, temporal and observational relationships in electroencephalograms. However,
these works do not consider implicit relationships between objects and these traditional factor
graph models are unable to exploit high-order relationships among objects.
3.2.3 Hypergraph based Model
To formulate the complex relationships among objects beyond pairwise relationship, hyper-
graph learning has obtained some interest recently. [115] extended spectral clustering methods
from undirected graphs to hypergraphs in which an edge can connect more than two vertices,
and further proposed a transductive learning model on the basis of the the spectral hypergraph
clustering approach. [46] proposed to employ the hypergraph structure to formulate the rele-
vance relationship among images. [33] proposed to employ the weighted multiple hypergraphs
to formulate the higher order relationships among objects. [80] modeled multi-way relations
as hypergraphs and extended the Discriminative Random Walk (DRW) framework, originally
proposed for transductive inference on single graphs, to the case of multiple hypergraphs. These
hypergraph learning methods focus on the relationship called hyperedge and need to convert the
attributes of objects into various relationships among objects, which causes some conversion
loss. To our knowledge, there is no effort on directly considering the attributes of objects to
well exploit the dependencies between a large number of real-valued attributes of objects and
labels.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of average daily record count of each user.
Table 3.1: Description of dataset.
Location Shanghai, China
Time duration Oct.31, 2016-Feb.13, 2017
Number of users 317
Number of records 69621
3.3 Data Collection
Before presenting our proposed model, we first describe the dataset used in this work. The
data was provided by our collaborator, a major ISP in China. We got the anonymized mobile
phone’s Internet records of 317 active mobile phone users (each user generated more than
50 records in a given period) who agree to provide their personal SES-related information,
including occupation, education, income for this research. The dataset contain these users’
Internet records from October 31, 2016 to February 13, 2017 from the city of Shanghai, one
of the largest cities in China. For the user privacy and ISP’s privacy agreement, the data can
be only used for our research. Each user averagely generated about 219 valid records in the
period. As shown in Figure 3.1, most of users generate very sparse daily records. The key data
statistics are summarized in Table 3.1.
In our dataset, each user has an Internet record sequence generated from his/her mobile
phone during the given period. Each record provided by the ISP contains the anonymized
userID, the occurred time and the Uniform Resource Locator (URL). Figure 3.2 shows a
Internet record sample, where contains encrypted user ID, time and URL. A URL indicates the
address of a resource on the Internet, specifically, the HTTP and HTTPS requests issued from
user to the cellular towers. As shown in the previous studies [45, 59], a user’s spatio-temporal
mobility pattern is correlated with his/her socioeconomic status. Besides, in order to make our
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User ID Occurred time URL
[
]
Figure 3.2: Mobile phone data sample in this work.
work applicable to traditional Call Detail Record (CDR) and other location-based data, this
work mainly focuses on spatio-temporal information, i.e., latitude-longitude pair and timestamp,
to exploit the power of mobile phone records for predicting individual SES. Through analyzing
the content of URL, we find that the URLs generated from location-based mobile applications
mostly contain Global Positioning System (GPS) location information. For example, the URL
in Figure 3.2 contains a latitude-longitude pair. After extracting the location information from
URLs, we can obtain a set of spatio-temporal data from the raw data, which will be used for the
SES prediction in this work.
In order to obtain the SES label for each mobile phone user, a sociologist is invited to
map users into three SES levels, which are high (level A), middle (level B), or low (level C)
level, according to their personal SES-related information [7, 40, 78]. Finally, in our data, the
resultant user distribution across classes is 70 users with Level A, 160 users with Level B and 87
users with Level C. Consequently, like most previous work [44, 55, 87] on SES level prediction,
our work regards the SES prediction as a classification problem. To be more specific, the aim of
this work is to predict a SES label (high, middle or low) for each individual user as accurately
as possible.
3.4 The HyperFGM Model
The purpose of this work is to predict individual SES based on mobile phone user’s records,
which proposes three main challenges, i.e., sparse individual records, scarce explicit relation-
ships, and limited labeled samples. To address these challenges, in this section, we propose and
elaborate the details of the proposed HyperFGM for the individual SES prediction.
• For the sparse individual records, we leverage factor graph model to efficiently capture
the correlations between SES and mobile phone records, which can greatly enhance the
performance compared with classic machine learning methods [105]. To this end, we first
extract SES-related user attributes from sparse mobile phone data through employing a
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DFA-based method and a relief-based feature selection method. Then in the HyperFGM,
we define attribute factor functions to represent the correlations between SES and each
attributes.
• For the scarce explicit relationships, we first extract semantic mobility pattern similarity
between users as implicit relationships, and then construct a hypergraph network structure
among users based on the mobility pattern similarity to capture more implicit high-order
relationships among users. Through defining hyperedge factor function in HyperFGM,
we utilize these implicit high-order relationships among users to enhance the prediction
performance.
• For the limited labeled samples, HyperFGM can explore both labeled and unlabeled data
in a semi-supervised way. Specifically, the input data to our model is partially labeled so
that the prediction model is learned by leveraging the labeled data and unlabeled data on
the hypergraph network to infer the unknown label.
In this section, we first present the SES-related user attribute extraction from mobile phone’s
Internet records, and then propose a hypergraph construction method based on based on their
semantic mobility patterns for exploring the implicit high-order relationships among users,
as shown in Figure 3.4. Lastly, HyperFGM is conducted based on the user attributes and the
hypergraph structure to infer the SES of each mobile phone user.
3.4.1 SES-related User Attribute Extraction
Since the raw latitude-longitude points contain no semantic meaning like the spot name
or place attributes, we first need to preprocess the spatio-temporal data for the user attribute
extraction. The first step utilizes a stay point estimating method proposed by Ye et al. [107]
to obtain the stay points of each user from the raw latitude-longitude points. A stay point
represents a geographic region in which the user stays for a while, which carries its semantic
meaning, such as home, working place and the spot the user traveled. To obtain the stay points’
semantic information about each user’s real life style, the second step employs the Baidu Map
API and a land price crawler to obtain each stay point’s Point of Interest (POI), visited area
name (district, city, country) and nearby housing price.
After the data preprocessing, the user attribute extraction transforms each user’s semantic
spatio-temporal data into a set of SES-related attribute metrics. To this end, we first employ a
deterministic finite automation method [74] to generate a large number of potentially correlated
attributes. In this method, several data transition operations are defined to transform the data
input into a different data output using several legal operations like filter, group, select or
computation. Consequently, the deterministic finite automaton takes a sequence of data as input
and generates numerical metrics as output by a complete traversal of the automata. In our work,
the structured and combinatorial method automatically generates more than 400 attributes.
These user attributes are generated from different attribute spaces including record volume,
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movement behavior, POI type, city level and housing price. For each attribute space, we obtain
numerous real-value attributes such as mean, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, sum,
radius of gyration and count/fraction of unique values over time.
To eliminate irrelevant attributes, we utilize a relief-based feature selection method, Multi-
SURF* [37, 94] to select SES-related user attributes according to the importance score ranking.
In this work, top 20% attributes are selected as the final attribute input for the best prediction
performance. As a result, for each user vi, there is an associated attribute vector xi, in which
each element denotes a user attribute.
3.4.2 Mobility Pattern-based Hypergraph Construction
In this part, we aim at generating the implicit high-order mobility pattern relationships
among users, namely, high-order relationships among users on a hypergraph structure based
on users’ semantic mobility patterns. As mentioned above, users with the same SES are more
likely to have similar mobility patterns. For instance, persons, who typically stay in office
during the daytime of a workday and visit entertainment places on the weekend, might belong
to the same SES level. Inspired by this intuition, we first extract the semantic mobility pattern
of each user by leveraging POI types and occurred time. A user’s semantic mobility motifs can
be defined as follows.
Definition 1. Semantic Mobility Motifs. A user vi has a set of semantic spatio-temporal
records {si1, si2, ..., sim}. Each record is a tuple of s = (t, p), which means that the user
visited the POI type p at time t. Our work divides the time into workday/weekend and
day/night so that a semantic mobility motif is defined as smm = (w, d, p) if a user was at
the POI p at time (w, d) where w = 1 if the time is in a workday otherwise 0; d = 1 if
it is daytime otherwise 0. Hence, a user vi’s semantic mobility sequence is represented as
smi = {smmi1, smmi2, ..., smmim}.
Given the defined semantic mobility motifs, we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9],
a topic modeling method, to extract individual’s semantic mobility patterns from mobility mo-
tifs. Each semantic mobility motif is regarded as a word and a user’s semantic mobility
sequence is treated as a document. As a result, each user’s mobility pattern is represented as a
topic distribution vector. Given two users’ topic distribution vectors mi,mj , using a distance
metric for probability distribution called Jensen–Shannon Divergence [25], the mobility pattern
distance between each pair of users can be calculated as:
Mdistance(i, j) = 12DKL(mi||M) +
1
2DKL(mj ||M) (3.1)
whereM = 12(mi+mj),DKL is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence which defines the divergence
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Figure 3.3: Left: A graph of six vertices, where pairwise distances between vi and its 2 nearest
neighbors are marked on the corresponding edges. Right: The H matrix of the hypergraph
shown above. The entry (vi, ej) is set to 1 if a hyperedge ej contains vi, or 0 otherwise.
Based on the mobility pattern distance, we build a hypergraph structure G = (V,E), where
V represents a set of vertices (users), E is the hyperedge set such that for any hyperedge
ei ∈ E, ei ⊆ V . Different from a simple graph that only contains pair-wise edges, the
hypergraph is a graph where an edge called hyperedge can connect more than two vertices.
Accordingly, to build the hypergraph, by using the star expansion strategy [46], we take each
vertex as a centroid and generate a hyperedge for this vertex by connecting this centroid and
its k-1 nearest neighbors. The strength of connectivity is determined by the mobility pattern
distance between the centroid vertex and the other vertices. That is, each hyperedge connects k
vertices. Following this construction method, we can choose different k (e.g., k = 2, 3, 4, 5) to
generate different hyperedges in a hypergraph. Finally, the hypergraph can be represented by a
|V | × |E| incidence matrix H:
h(vi, ej) =
1, if vi ∈ ej0, otherwise (3.2)
Figure 3.3 demonstrates an example to explain how to construct a hypergraph. We note that the
employed methods of user attribute extraction and hypergraph construction are flexible and can
be expanded/replaced by other methods.
3.4.3 Model Description
This work focuses on investigating the prediction of individual SES through combining
traditional hypergraph model and a probabilistic factor graph model into one model. Given
the above constructed hypergraph, we define the input of our problem as a partially labeled
hypergraph network. The hypergraph network is denoted as G = (V L, V U , E, Y L,X), where
V L is a set of labeled users (vertices) and V U is a set of unlabeled users with V L ∪ V U = V ;
E is a set of hyperedges; Y L is a set of SES labels corresponding to the users in V L. Let an
attribute matrix X = {xi} which means each user vi is associated with an attribute vector xi.



























Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of the HyperFGM model.
Given the partially labeled hypergraph network, the goal of our work is to predict the labels
(SES) of all SES-unknown users in the network, which is formulated as the following prediction
problem.
Problem 1. Individual Socioeconomic Status Prediction. Given a hypergraph network
G = (V L, V U , E, Y L,X), the objective is to learn a classification function:
f : G = (V L, V U , E, Y L,X)→ Y (3.3)
As defined above, the input data is partially labeled. Therefore, to solve this problem, the
HyperFGM model is learned in a semi-supervised way, i.e., exploring the labeled data as well
as the unlabeled data on the hypergraph network to infer the unknown labels. Figure 3.4 shows
the graphical representation of the HyperFGM model, where each user has a corresponding
attribute vector xi while the implicit complex relationships among users are exploited and
represented on the hypergraph G. For example, y1, y2 and y3 are connected by the hyperedge
e2. Furthermore, to efficiently model the power of the user attributes and the implicit high-order
relationships among users, we define the following two kinds of factor functions respectively:
• Attribute factor: f(yi,xi) (denoted as black rectangles in Figure 3.4) represents the
correlation between yi and its attribute vector xi.
• Hyperedge factor: gk(ec) (denoted as gray rectangles in Figure 3.4) represents the
complex correlation among users, where ec denotes the c-th hyperedge in the hypergraph
and k denotes the vertex number of the hyperedge.
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According to the proposed model, given a partially labeled hypergraph network G =
(V L, V U , E, Y L,X), we first define the posterior probability of P (Y |X, G) according to Bayes’
theorem as follows:
P (Y |X, G) = P (X, G|Y )P (Y )
P (X, G)




P (xi|yi))P (Y |G)
(3.4)
We assume that the generative probability of user attributes given each user’s label is
conditionally independent, and the attributes and the network structure G are conditionally
independent given labels Y . In Equation 3.4, P (X|Y ) denotes the probability of generating
the attributes X given their labels Y and P (xi|yi) is the probability of generating attributes
xi given the label yi; P (Y |G) indicates the labels’ probability in a given hypergraph network
structure G.
These two kinds of factors can be instantiated in different ways. In this work, we use
exponential-linear functions. Accordingly, the probability of generating attributes xi given the








where fj(yj , xij) denotes the attribute factor function of an attribute xij associated with user
vi; αj is the weight of the attribute function fj , and Zα is a normalization factor. fj(yi, xij)
can be defined as either a binary function or a real-valued function. Without losing generality,
we define it as a real-valued function, e.g., the land price of the place that user vi visited most
frequently.
For the hyperedge factor function, we define it as a binary function based on the hypergraph
network. For instance, if there is a 3-node hyperedge e4 = {y3, y4, y6} among three users in
Figure 3.4, then the value of the corresponding hyperedge factor function g3(e4) = 1; otherwise
0. Hyperedges in the network can be obtained from the incidence matrix H . We accumulate all
hyperedge factor functions and obtain the probability of labels given the hypergraph as follows:








where gk(ec) denotes a hyperedge factor function of a hyperedge ec which connects k nodes
(vertices), and βk is the weight of the k-node hyperedge factor function.
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According to Equations 3.4-3.6, a hypergraph-based factor graph model is constructed as
follows:













where Z = ZαZβ is a normalization factor; m denotes the length of the attribute vector xi;
n = |V | is the number of users.
The goal of learning the model is to estimate a parameter configuration θ = (α, β), based
on the input hypergraph structure and the attributes, to maximize the log-likelihood objective

















Solution. We use a gradient descent method (or a Newton-Raphson method) to solve the
































j=1 fj(yi, xij)] is the expectation of factor function fj(yi, xij) given the data




j=1 fj(yi, xij)] is the expectation of factor
function fj(yi, xij) under the distribution Pα(Y ) (i.e., Pα(Y |X, G)) given by the estimated
model. For the other equation, the expectation has the similar notations.
Algorithm 2: Learning algorithm for HyperFGM
Input: attribute matrix X, hypergraph G, learning rate η
Output: estimated parameters θ
1 Initialize θ ← 0;
2 repeat


















5 Compute ∂L(θ)∂α and
∂L(θ)
∂β according to Equation 3.9;
6 Update the parameter θ with the learning rate η:
αnew = αold − η
∂L(θ)
∂α
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As shown in Algorithm 2, to solve the intractable problem of calculating the marginal
distributions (e.g., Pα(Y )), which is caused by the arbitrariness and the possible cycles of
the graphical structure in the HyperFGM, we adopt Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [65] to
calculate the marginal probability of Y and all hyperedges E such that the gradient for each
parameter can be calculated. Then, with the gradient, we update α and β with a learning rate
η. With the learned parameters, we can predict the label of unknown users Y U by finding a
label configuration which maximizes the objective function, i.e., Y ∗ = argmaxP (Y |X, G).
We need to utilize LBP to compute the marginal probability of each user P (yi|xi, G) again and
then assign each user the label with the maximal marginal probability. Please notice that the
proposed HyperFGM is a general framework, which can be utilized to other similar tasks with
appropriate definitions of factor functions and their hypergraphs.
Finally, we present a case study to further demonstrate the proposed model. As shown in
Figure 3.4, each user vi has an attribute vector xi, containing SES-related attributes, and has its
own mobility pattern mi extracted from its mobility motifs. With LDA, each user’s mobility
pattern is represented as a probability distribution over some latent topics, while each topic is
represented as a probability distribution over a number of mobility motifs. Then, a hypergraph
is constructed based on each user’s mobility pattern. For example, user v1 has an attribute
vector x1 and has a hyperedge e2 to connect with v2 and v3, which means they have similar
mobility patterns. The SES label y1 of the user may be known or unknown according to the
actual case. Next, the attribute factor and hyperedge factor are used to capture the correlations
between SES and attributes and the mobility pattern relationships among users respectively.
Based on Algorithm 2, the labeled and unlabeled users can be used to infer these unknown
label on the hypergraph network.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we apply the proposed HyperFGM to a real-life data for predicting individual
SES levels. We first describe the experimental setup, and then report the experimental results to
demonstrate the efficiency of HyperFGM compared with the baseline methods.
3.5.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of our model, all the previous related work on SES prediction,
traditional hypergraph-based methods and traditional factor graph methods are considered
below for comparison.
Logistic Regression (LR): [10] relied on the elastic net model for SES prediction. We
choose LR with the elastic net regularization as a baseline model for SES prediction.
SVM & Random Forest (RF): [87] utilized SVM and RF for SES prediction.
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Figure 3.5: Performance (Precision) comparison of different methods with different percentages of
training data.
Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (sLDA): [44] employed the supervised topic
model to infer SES. We use mobility pattern vectors as the input.
Hypergraph Learning (HL): A classic hypergraph learning model [33].
Extended Discriminative Random Walk (EDRW): A hypergraph-based model[80] that
extends the discriminative random walk framework.
Factor Graph Model (FGM): A traditional factor graph model [95] that does not consider
the implicit relationship factors.
LR, SVM and RF use the same user attributes and mobility pattern vectors as their inputs.
For the hypergraph-based models HL and EDRW, two kinds of hyperedges that are respectively
based on the user attributes and mobility pattern vectors are considered.
In our experiments, in order to evaluate the performance of our model with different
percentages of training data (i.e., labeled data), 10% to 80% samples for each SES level are
randomly selected as the labeled training data and the rest as the unlabeled testing data. More
specifically, we consider several kinds of data splitting, i.e., we randomly select k% samples for
each SES level as the labeled training data and the rest samples for the unlabeled testing data.
In our work, we set k = [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80]. In order to ensure the soundness and
robustness of experimental results, like the traditional evaluation method of semi-supervised
method [89], this procedure with different percentages of training data repeats 10 times and
we report the averaged prediction performance as final results. The prediction performance
is evaluated in terms of precision, recall, and macro F1-score (F1-macro). In the presence of
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Figure 3.6: Performance (Recall) comparison of different methods with different percentages of
training data.
class-imbalance, the F1-macro that balances precision and recall is deemed to be better than
other measures such as accuracy [80]. For each SES level, Precision is defined as the fraction of
correctly predicted positive observations over the total predicted positive observations. Recall
is calculated as the number of correctly predicted positive observations divided by the number
of the all observations in actual class. F1-score is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall,
which is calculated as:
F1 = 2× Recall × Precision
Recall + Precision (3.10)
3.5.2 Prediction Performance
Figure 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 compare the prediction performance of different methods with
different training data percentage (10%-80%) in terms of precision, recall and F1-macro
respectively. The proposed HyperFGM achieves the highest performance under any percentages
in terms of all metrics. Specifically, on the sparse individual records, HyperFGM significantly
outperforms previous models for SES prediction, i.e., LR, SVM, RF and sLDA, by 11-22%,
7-19%, 5-9% and 9-20% respectively in terms of F1-macro. There is a similar improvement
in terms of precision and recall. This is because HyperFGM, taking advantage of factor
graph model, can effectively capture the relations between SES and numerous SES-related
attributes by the customized factor functions. In addition, thanks to the implicit high-order
mobility pattern relationships among users represented on the hypergraph structure, HyperFGM
outperforms FGM (with a about 2-3% higher F1-macro score). Meanwhile, the recall and
precision of HyperFGM also increase with the similar improvement. Furthermore, compared
with the traditional hypergraph-based methods HL and EDRW, HyperFGM also increases
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Figure 3.7: Performance (F1-macro) comparison of different methods with different percentages of
training data.
2-8%, 3-9% and 3-9% in terms of precision, recall and F1-macro respectively. This is because
traditional hypergraph-based methods is unable to directly represent the relations between
various attributes of users and SES by the hyperedges, and they then convert numerous attributes
into relationships among users, which leads to some performance loss.
Table 3.2: Performance of the prediction task for each SES level.
Models LR SVM RF sLDA HL EDRW FGM HyperFGM
Precision
A 0.188 0.153 0.264 0.146 0.270 0.243 0.357 0.396
B 0.495 0.513 0.534 0.513 0.417 0.559 0.597 0.600
C 0.316 0.316 0.419 0.369 0.325 0.352 0.388 0.401
Avg 0.332 0.327 0.405 0.342 0.388 0.384 0.447 0.466
Recall
A 0.151 0.143 0.154 0.034 0.417 0.306 0.525 0.469
B 0.528 0.546 0.738 0.918 0.450 0.483 0.446 0.548
C 0.327 0.339 0.257 0.075 0.311 0.368 0.415 0.400
Avg 0.335 0.342 0.382 0.342 0.392 0.385 0.462 0.472
F1-macro
A 0.115 0.127 0.192 0.054 0.324 0.210 0.423 0.428
B 0.437 0.518 0.619 0.654 0.498 0.517 0.509 0.572
C 0.202 0.299 0.315 0.122 0.315 0.359 0.400 0.400
Avg 0.252 0.315 0.375 0.276 0.379 0.382 0.444 0.467
Performance of Each SES Level. Table 3.2 shows the prediction performance of different
methods on the prediction task for each SES level. Due to the space limitation, here we only
present the results in the context of taking 50% of users as training data and the rest for test.
We observe that LR, SVM, RF, sLDA, HL and EDRW have much low performance on the
prediction tasks of Level A and Level C while achieving relatively high performance on the
Level B prediction task, which indicates that these methods may suffer from the label bias
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Figure 3.8: Mobility pattern relationship contribution analysis.
problem. On the contrary, FGM and HyperFGM have significantly higher performance with
about 9-36% and 4-27% higher F1-macro scores in terms of Levels A and C, which shows that
factor graph models handle the label imbalance problem much better. Furthermore, HyperFGM
considers the attributes of users and exploits the implicit high-order relationships among users,
thus achieving better performance than FGM in each SES level prediction.
Mobility Pattern Relationship Contribution Analysis. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the con-
tribution of mobility pattern relationships in the graph-based models. Generally, the models
considering the mobility pattern relationships among users mostly increase the prediction
performance compared with their counterparts, i.e., HL-M, EDRW-M and FGM, which do not
consider the mobility pattern relationships. Intuitively, from the social science perspective, the
mobility pattern relationship factor improves the performance by bringing the prior knowledge
that “the mobility patterns of users with a similar socioeconomic status tend to be similar”. For
example, users with similar SES have similar life style, i.e., they would work and live at the
similar place areas during the similar time period. As a result, the results further prove this
social science phenomenon.
Hyperedge Contribution Analysis. In this part, we evaluate the contribution of hyperedges
in HyperFGM model. We implement four HyperFGM models, denoted as HyperFGM+k:
HyperFGM+2 only considers pairwise (2-node) relationships; HyperFGM+3 considers 2-node
and 3-node hyperedge relationships; HyperFGM+4 considers 2-node, 3-node and 4-node
hyperedges; HyperFGM+5 considers more 5-node hyperedges than HyperFGM+4. We evaluate
their prediction performance with the same experimental settings. We plot Figure 3.9 as
an example to show the performance comparison of different versions of HyperFGM. The
results show that HyperFGM+3 achieves the best performance. When considering higher-order
hyperedges (i.e., k = 4, 5), the performance decreases; This may be because the discriminative
ability of this hypergraph would be limited and even the hypergraph may confuse the correlations
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Figure 3.9: Hyperedge contribution analysis.
when each hyperedge connects to many vertices. Some work [108] has proven that the optimal
k is data-dependent. This result shows the optimal k is 3 on our data. Therefore, when applying
HyperFGM on other datasets, we first need to select the optimal k through grid search and
use the model in other similar tasks. Compared with some other machine learning methods or
deep learning methods which have many hyperparameters, our model only need to be tuned for
searching one optimal hyperparameter, which simplifies the tuning procedure and decreases the
tuning cost. Besides, according to previous hypergraph-based work [108], k = 3 always results
in a good performance. Therefore, we could set k = 3 as default. In our future work, we plan
to apply HyperFGM on different kinds of datasets to further investigate the influence of k and
demonstrate the power of HyperFGM in other classification tasks.
3.5.3 Case Study
The proposed HyperFGM, as a general semi-supervised classification method, can be applied
not only to the SES prediction problem but also to other similar tasks. For example, based on
similar mobile phone data like CDR, with extracting related attributes and relationships this
model can be utilized for mobile phone user profiling, such as occupation, income, gender, etc.
Another typical use case is to infer user demographics based on their social media data. For
instance, besides social media users’ attributes, with customized factor functions HyperFGM can
take into account various high-order relationships based on online behavior pattern similarity,
e.g., following the similar users or mentioning the similar topics. Consequently, the proposed
HyperFGM can be used in a classification problem, where each object has attributes while there
exist explicit or implicit relationships among objects.
Compared with traditional method, e.g., demographic census, estimating individual socioe-
conomic status based on their own real-time mobile phone usage data provides a much more
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real-time and cheaper method, which can benefit a wide range of applications. In order to
further demonstrate the social and economic impact of this work, we take several specific case
studies to show the practical value of our work.
From a commercial perspective, estimating users’ SES in real time can assist in capturing
each user’s social and economic factors, such as income, wealth, education, health, which
can improve many business applications. For example, [102] has shown that consumer’s
perceptions of food safety vary with socio-economic status and consumer may concern more
about ingredient, ecology and food culture when purchasing food. Thus, food businesses can
estimate the perception degrees of food safety of potential consumers according to related
sociological achievements [102] and then recommend different kinds of food to different groups
of persons by advertising. Another example may be that assessing individual SES can help
banks and finance companies estimate users’ credit risk index. In a word, companies can more
efficiently recommend different levels of services and products to consumers with different
SES. Furthermore, obtaining the personal SES distribution of each area or community can help
companies select more suitable sites to start their business.
From a social and economic perspective, previous sociological articles have investigated the
social and economic value of predicting SES. Measuring SES can not only help capture and
understand changes to the structure of a society, but also assist in investigating the relationship
between other important social variables. In addition, predicting SES can assist in studying
and making public polices in many fields, such as economic, education, health. For instance,
regarding strong relationship between SES and health [3], assessing SES can help make sound
policy decisions for health care.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In social science and public services, precisely assessing individual SES is very critical for in-
forming public policy-making, which is yet very costly and challenging. With the advancement
of AI techniques and availability of mobile phone data, existing work studied region/household-
level SES assessment using mobile phone data. Compared with previous work, this chapter
takes a new attempt to predict individual SES on mobile phone data, which aims to provide
richer insight about the relations between SES and personal attributes and networking while
also address the issues in existing work on SES prediction and direct applications of existing
analytic methods. A semi-supervised Hypergraph-based Factor Graph Model (HyperFGM) is
introduced to leverage customized factor functions on a hypergraph structure. It effectively cap-
tures the influence of user attributes and the implicit high-order mobility pattern relationships
among users on SES. HyperFGM handles both labeled and unlabeled data in a semi-supervised
way. HyperFGM is tested on a set of anonymized real-life mobile phone data and sociological
domain knowledge for SES labeling. The extensive experiments demonstrate that HyperFGM
provides more reasonable individual SES prediction results than all existing work on SES
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prediction, and also achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art hypergraph-based
methods and factor graph methods.
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Chapter 4
Predicting Individual
Socioeconomic Status based on
Social Media Data
This chapter investigates the problem of predicting the socioeconomic status of social media
users based on their social media content. The increasing popularity of social media, especially
microblogging service, attracts billions of users, generating amounts of various user-generated
data. These social media data record users’ daily behaviors, which are becoming a bridge
between the physical daily life and online behaviors. Regarding the rich information of social
media data, some efforts have been made to predict SES-related information. Currently, most
existing works leverage manually defined textual features and platform-based user level at-
tributes that are extracted from social media content and then feed them into a machine learning
based classifier for individual SES prediction. However, they ignore some key information
of social media content, including the order and the hierarchical structure of social media
text, and the relationships among user level attributes. To this end, this chapter proposes a
novel coupled social media content representation model for individual SES prediction. The
proposed model not only utilizes a hierarchical neural network to incorporate the order and the
hierarchical structure of social media text but also employs a coupled attribute representation
method to take into account intra-coupled and inter-coupled interaction relationships among
platform-based user level attributes. To validate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed
model, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model significantly outperforms
other state-of-the-art models on a real Sina Weibo dataset.
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4.1 Introduction
Predicting individual socioeconomic status (SES) from social media content recently has
become an important research area. SES characterizes a person’s economic and social position
in relation to others, which is typically divided into three levels [84]. As an access to financial,
social and human capital resources, inferring individual SES not only provides governments
and research organizations with tools for studying and making public policies on a large scale
population, but also helps promote online marketing and advertising by the analysis of user’s
purchasing power. It also benefits a wide range of other fields, such as education [103, 71],
health [82] and public transportation [19]. With the worldwide ubiquity of online social media,
especially microblogging platforms, online social media content generated by social media
users has been used in recent research for population informatics in demographics [75, 15,
36], economics [11], social science [92, 55] and other research domains [24, 53, 54]. In
consideration of the significance of SES, this work focuses on predicting SES of social media
users based on their social media content.
Previous related work have looked into predicting individual socioeconomic information
based on social media content, such as inferring occupation category [69], SES [55] and
income [70] of social media users. In these works, they devote to manually design several kinds
of user level attributes and textual features, such as n-grams, from social media content, and
then feed all the features into a machine learning based classifier for prediction. However, the
prediction performance of these models heavily depends on the extracted features, which need
effective feature engineering. Furthermore, with extracted textual features, they ignore some
important information for representing social media text (i.e., text in social media content),
including the order of words and microblogs, and the hierarchical structure (words form
microblogs, microblogs form social media text of a user). Besides, in the real world, attributes
are more or less interacted and coupled via explicit or implicit relationships [96]. For example,
business and social applications always see quantitative attributes coupled with each other [18].
However, previous work extract the user level attributes without considering relations among
them, which leads to limited performance.
Motivated by the great success of deep learning in many fields, such as computer vision [52]
and natural language processing [6], recent work use neural networks to learn text representation
without any feature engineering and mostly achieve significantly higher performance compared
with traditional machine learning methods. To this end, this chapter proposes a coupled social
media content representation model for SES prediction, utilizing neural network for individual
SES prediction from social media content, which is the first trial in this community as far as we
know. Like previous related work, as shown in Figure 4.1, this work also regards social media
text and platform-based user level attributes as social media content, which are ubiquitous in
social media. Meanwhile, this work focuses microblogging platform as a use case study. To
be more specific, first, in order to be able to consider the order of words and microblogs in
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Figure 4.1: The architecture of social media content.
network, a variation of Recurrent neural networks (RNN), to represent social media text due to
its representational power and effectiveness at capturing long-term dependencies of a sequence.
Second, since social media text has a hierarchical structure, we likewise construct a social media
text representation by first building representations of microblogs with corresponding words and
then aggregating those into a social media text representation. Third, to consider the dependency
of attributes, we devise an attribute coupled representation using intra-coupled interaction (i.e.,
the correlations between attributes and their own powers) and inter-coupled interaction (i.e.,
the correlations between attributes and the powers of others) [96]. Finally, we learn a joint
social media content representation with aggregating social media text representation and
platform-based user level attribute representation.
This work is applied to the microblogging platform of Sina Weibo [81], a Chinese mi-
croblogging website. We first build a new data set of Sina Weibo users with a SES label for each
of them. To demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed model on individual SES
prediction, we apply the proposed model to the data set. Experimental results demonstrate that
our proposed model significantly outperforms the baseline models in previous related work.
To sum, the main contributions of this work in Chapter 4 are as follows:
• We propose a novel coupled social media content representation approach for individual
SES prediction, which utilizes neural network to integrate social media text and platform-
based user level attributes. To our best knowledge, this is the first try in this community.
• We present a social media text representation method, which utilizes hierarchical recurrent
neural network to take into account the order of words and microblogs as well as the
hierarchical structure of social media text.
• We proposed to employ a coupled attribute representation method to analyze the intra-
coupled and inter-coupled interaction among user level attributes, which can successfully
capture the intrinsic couplings for SES prediction.
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• We build a data set of Sina Weibo users with a SES label for each of them and demonstrate
the power of the proposed model using this data set. Substantial experiments demonstrate
that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art models.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we briefly introduce the
related work including socioeconomic-related information prediction based on social media
and representation learning of social media content. Section 4.3 presents the proposed model in
details. In Section 4.4, we introduce the data collection and preprocessing. The efficiency and
robustness of our proposed model is demonstrated with experimental evaluation in Section 4.5.
Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.6.
4.2 Related Work
This section discusses two closely related work, including socioeconomic-related infor-
mation prediction based on social media data and representation learning of social media
content.
4.2.1 Socioeconomic-related Information Prediction based
on Social Media Data
Socioeconomic attributes prediction from social media content has been studied in the
past few years. [69] focuses on inferring the occupational class of Twitter user, in which
they first extracted latent user level features and textual features such as word clusters and
embeddings, and then employed a non-linear method Gaussian Process (GP) for classification.
[70] presented a study if user behavior on Twitter can be used to build a predictive model of
income. They designed different feature categories and used GPs for user income prediction,
which achieves strong correlation between predicted and actual user income. The most similar
work to ours is [55]. They also used a similar methodology, where they extracted several kinds
of features from posted text and platform-related attributes in Twitter to represent each user
and used a composite Gaussian Process model to infer the SES of Twitter users. However,
these methods only consider the predefined features with feature engineering, which cannot
capture the heterogeneous couplings among the social media text and platform-based user level
attributes.
There are also several works based on additional sources, such as social networks [4] and
geolocation information [12], which are different from our task since our work only focuses
on social media content. A small body of research has focused on analyzing socioeconomic
attributes based on some potential factors. For example, [39] first utilized a weakly supervised
learning method to automatically identify the temporal orientation of tweets on Twitter and
quantify a user’s income based on overall temporal orientation.
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4.2.2 Social Media Content Representation Learning
The main purpose of this work is to learn a good representation of social media content
which contains text and user level attributes. There is a large body of existing work on text-
based representation learning for various applications, such as sentiment classification, rumor
detection, and user profiling. Early approaches devote to design effective features from text
as representations and use machine learning algorithms to build classifiers with text features.
Representative text features include word n-grams [98], text topic [32], bag-of-opinions [72],
sentiment lexicon features [50]. However, this kind of methods are labor intensive and unable
to extract the enough information from data for representation.
Motivated by the great success of deep learning in many fields, such as computer vision [52]
and natural language processing [6], more recent work use neural networks to learn text-
based social media content representation without any feature engineering and mostly achieve
significantly higher performances compare with traditional machine learning methods. However,
existing relevant social media content representation approaches can only lead to limited
improvement for individual SES prediction as they only consider a part of complex couplings
among such heterogeneous data. A large number of methods mainly focus on pure text
representation. For instance, [90] designed a gated recurrent neural network to learn vector-
based document representation in a unified and bottom-up fashion for sentiment classification.
[106] proposed a hierarchical attention network for document classification inspired by the
hierarchical structure of documents, which only capture the hierarchical couplings of textual
data. Despite these approaches capture the heterogeneous couplings of textual data, they ignore
the effects of social media text’s attributes. Considering the potential effects of these attributes,
a part of research work introduce several attributes into text data. For example, [47] proposed
to use Recurrent Neural Network to fusing textual and social context features through directly
concatenating textual embedding and numerical features. Like most of existing fusion methods,
they do not consider couplings within and between them. Besides, several recent methods
propose to fuse additional sources like image and video into social media content [47, 109,
29]. The key difference between our work and this strand of previous work lies in that we
focus on learning the representation of general social media content, i.e., social media text and
platform-based user level attributes.
4.3 The Proposed Model
This work aims at predicting individual SES based on their social media content over a
given past period. For the generalization like previous related work [69, 55], this work regards
the social media text and the user level platform-based attributes as social media content of a
user since these data are ubiquitous in social media.
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4.3.1 Problem Statement
Regarding the social media content, each user has social media text and platform-based user
level attributes. Assume that a social media user u ∈ U has a set of posted microblogs B =
{b1, b2, ..., bn} and the i-th microblog bi ∈ B contains a sequence of words {wi1, wi2, ...wili},
where li is the length of i-th microblog. Additionally, user u has a set of platform-based user
level attributes {a1, a2, ..., am}, where m is the number of user level attributes. For each user,
the proposed model aims at projecting the raw social media content into a vector representation,
on which we build a classifier to perform individual SES prediction. In a word, the purpose of
this work is to build a social media content representation model that can represent as much
information as possible.
4.3.2 Coupled Social Media Content Representation
Model
In this part, we first present the social media text representation method and coupled user
level attribute representation method. Then, the social media text representation and platform-
based user level attribute representation are aggregated into a vector representation of social
media content. Finally, based on the social media content representation, we build a 3-way
classifier to assign SES label to each social media user.
Social Media Text Representation. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [43], a variation of
RNN, is widely adopted for textual data modeling due to its excellent performance on sequence
modeling. LSTM is able to consider long-term dependencies of a sequence through introducing
a memory cell. To model the semantic representation of social media text and consider the order
of text, we adopt BiLSTM (Bidirectional LSTM) to represent the social media text both from
forward and backward, which can increase the amount of input information available to the
network compared with LSTM. Besides, to take into account the hierarchical structure of social
media text, inspired by the principle of compositionality [30], we model a social media user’s
text through a hierarchical structure composed of three levels, i.e., word-level, microblog-level
and user-level.
As shown in Figure 4.2, in the word level, we first embed each word in a microblog bi into a
low dimensional semantic space, i.e., each word wij is mapped to its embedding w
i
j ∈ Rd. The
word embedding method and its settings will be described in Section 4.5.1. At each step, given
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Figure 4.2: The architecture of the proposed model.
an input word embedding wij , the current cell state c
i
j and hidden state h
i
j can be updated with











 (W [hij−1,wij ] + b), (4.1)
ĉij = tanh(W [hij−1,wij ] + b), (4.2)
cij = f ij  cij−1 + iij  ĉij−1, (4.3)
hij = oij  tanh(cij), (4.4)
where i, f , o indicates gate activations,  denotes element-wise multiplication, σ is the logistic
sigmoid function andW , b are the trainable parameters. Therefore, for a sequence of words






LSTM reads the word sequence from wili to w
i
1. Then we concatenate the forward hidden state−→
hij and the backward hidden state
←−






hij ], where [.; .] denotes the concatenation
operation. In BiLSTM, the hidden state hij denotes the information of the whole sequence
centered aroundwij . As a result, the BiLSTM network receives [wi1,wi2, ...,wili ] and generates
hidden states [hi1,hi2, ...,hili ]. Then we feed the hidden states to an average pooling layer to
obtain the microblog text representation bi for microblog bi.




Coupled interactions among attributes
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Figure 4.3: An overview of coupled user level attribute representation.
In the microblog level, given the microblog representation vectors of a user {b1, · · · , bn},









We then concatenate the forward hidden state
−→







hi]. hi summarizes the neighbor microblogs around the i-th microblog but still focus
on the i-th microblog. Then we feed the hidden states to an average pooling layer to obtain the
final social media text representation ut for user u.
Coupled User Level Attribute Representation. Besides social media text, each social
media user generally has platform-based user level attributes. For example, some attributes like
the number of followees indicate platform impact, some like the number of microblogs indicate
platform behaviors. Like previous related work, we assume that these user level attributes could
make a contribution to the representation of social media content for individual SES prediction.
To our best knowledge, most previous works only leverage original user level attributes without
considering relations among attributes. However, inspired by previous work [18, 96], in the
real word, attributes are more or less coupled via explicit or implicit relationships. Therefore, it
is natural to hypothesize that the user level attributes are related to each other in some way. To
this end, this work proposes to employ a coupled representation method [96] to represent user
level attributes, which is able to capture such latent relations among attributes.
To be more specific, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, we consider two kinds of interaction
relations among platform-based user level attributes: the intra-coupled interaction within an
attribute with the correlations between every attribute and its own powers, and the inter-coupled
interaction among different attributes with the correlations between each attribute and the
powers of other attributes.
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Firstly, we map the original attribute space to an expanded space for incorporating linear
and nonlinear information by means of a power expansion as follows:
{〈a1〉1, 〈a1〉2, ..., 〈a1〉L, 〈a2〉1, 〈a2〉2, ..., 〈a2〉L, ..., 〈am〉1, 〈am〉2, ..., 〈am〉L} (4.7)
where 〈aj〉p(1 ≤ p ≤ L, p ∈ Z, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) denotes the p-th power of the corresponding value
of attribute aj .
Leveraging the power expansion, the intra-coupled interaction within attribute anj is defined




θ11(j) θ12(j) · · · θ1L(j)





θL1(j) θL2(j) · · · θLL(j)
 , (4.8)
where θpq(j) denotes the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient between 〈aj〉p and
〈aj〉q. Here, we use the revised correlation coefficient by taking account of the p-values for
testing the hypothesis of no correlation between attributes, i.e., if p-value is no less than 0.05,
the correlation coefficient is set to 0.
Besides, the inter-coupled interaction between numerical attribute aj and other attributes ak
(k 6= j) is defined as an L× L · (m− 1) matrixM Ie(aj |{ak}k 6=j).
M Ie(aj |{ak}k 6=j) =

δ11(j, k1) · · · δ1L(j, k1) · · · δ11(j, km−1) · · · δ1L(j, km−1)








δL1(j, k1) · · · δLL(j, k1) · · · δL1(j, km−1) · · · δLL(j, km−1)
 , (4.9)
where δpq(j, ki) denotes the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient between 〈aj〉p
and 〈aki〉q, and {ak}k 6=j = {ak1 , ..., akm−1} is the set of attributes other than aj .
For each user object ui, the attribute values of aj and its powers are presented as a vector:
z̃i(aj) = [〈vij〉1, 〈vij〉2, ..., 〈vij〉L], (4.10)
while the attribute values of other attributes {ak}k 6=j and their powers are denoted as another
vector:
z̃i({ak}k 6=j) = [〈vik1〉1, 〈vik1〉2, ..., 〈vik1〉L, ..., 〈vikm−1〉1, 〈vikm−1〉2, ..., 〈vikm−1〉L]. (4.11)
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Here, the attribute value of user ui on attribute aj is vij . We incorporate the intra-coupled
interaction and the inter-coupled interaction into a new coupled attribute representation, a 1×L
vector ri(aj), for user object ui on the numerical attribute aj as follows:
ri(aj) =z̃i(aj)w ⊗ [MnIa(aj)]T
+ z̃i({ak}k 6=j) [w,w, · · · ,w]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
⊗[MnIe(aj |{ak}k 6=j)]T , (4.12)
wherew = [1/(1!), 1/(2!), · · · , 1/(L!)],  denotes the Hadamard product and ⊗ indicates the
matrix multiplication. After considering all the dn original numerical attributes, we obtain the
final coupled user level attribute representation for the user object ui as follows:
rai = [ri(a1), ri(a2), · · · , ri(am)] ∈ RL·m (4.13)
Before fusing the user level attributes, to capture the latent relationships between high level
features, we link the raw attribute vector ra to the k-length representation vector ua in terms of
a fully connected network as follows:
ua = ra ·W a (4.14)
where the weight W a encodes the interaction strength over attributes in the fully-connected
layer.
Consequently, in the user level, we aggregate user level attributes and social media text into a
representation vector. More specifically, we concatenate the social media text representation and
the coupled user level attribute representation to obtain the social media content representation
u = [ut;ua].
Individual SES Prediction based on Social Media Content. Given the high level repre-
sentation of social media content, we employ a linear layer and a softmax layer to project the
social media content representation u into SES distribution of C classes as follows:
pc = softmax(Wu+ b). (4.15)
where pc is the predicted probability of SES label c. In this model, the cross-entropy error
between ground truth SES level distribution and predicted SES level distribution is defined as






pgc(u) · log(pc(u)), (4.16)
where pgc denotes the gold probability of SES label c with ground truth being 1 and others being
0, and U represents the training social media users.







Figure 4.4: A demonstration of user search function in Sina Weibo.
4.4 Data Collection and Preprocessing
The work in this chapter aims at predicting individual SES from personal social media
content. To this end, we need to create a data set which contain social media users’ content
and convincing SES labels for social media users for this task. This section presents the data
collection and preprocessing in details.
4.4.1 Data Collection
In the field of sociology, many articles have shown that socioeconomic index is highly
associate with occupational status [8, 93, 41] and there exist some mapping between SES and
occupations like the Standard Occupation Classification hierarchy attached to socioeconomic
categorisations in conjunction with the National Statistics Socio-Economic Classification [27,
79].
To create the data set that can be used for predicting SES of social media users, according
to the China Occupation Classification, for each major occupation we queried Sina Weibo’s
search API to retrieve a maximum of 500 user accounts whose certificated person card best
matched the occupation keywords. As shown in Figure 4.4, after we search users using the
occupation keyword "CEO", the best matched users whose certified person card contain the
keyword are listed. To remove potential ambiguity in the raw user set, we manually inspect






Figure 4.5: A sample of social media content in Sina Weibo.
accounts and filtered out those users who belong to companies and other occupations. After
that, we collected the rest users’ microblogs posted from February 2017 to February 2018 and
their platform-based attributes. Figure 4.5 demonstrates a sample of social media content of a
user in Sina Weibo. Finally, we extracted active users who published more than ten microblogs
during this given period. In total, about 50% of the accounts were removed after this filtering
process. As a result, the final data set consists of 20452 users from 73 occupations and 6893746
unique microblogs. To obtain a SES label for each user, we invited several sociologists who
study the socioeconomic index of occupations in China to assign a high (level A), middle (level
B) or low (level C) SES to each user in our data set. The distribution of users across classes is
3974 users with level A, 12451 users with level B and 4027 users with level C. Finally, after
undersampling for ensuring data set balance, the final distribution of users across classes is
3974 users with level A, 4004 users with level B and 4027 users with level C.
4.4.2 Data Preprocessing
For the data set, we need to do some data preprocessing for each user’s social media text
and user level attributes. With regard to the textual data, we remove punctuation, non-Chinese
words, digits, and specific symbols meanwhile we convert all the traditional Chinese words
in the social media text into simplified Chinese words. Then we choose to leverage a Chinese
Language Technology Platform (LTP) [22], an integrated Chinese processing platform which
includes a suite of high performance natural language processing (NLP) modules and relevant
corpora, to segment Chinese text of each microblog into a sequence of Chinese words. Besides,









Figure 4.6: The procedure of word embedding.
a separate Chinese Wikipedia data set [23] is used as a reference corpus in order to build the
word embedding representations. Regarding the platform-based user level attribute, in this
work, we extract seven user level attributes, i.e., the number of followers, followees, microblogs,
proportion of forwarded microblogs, the average number of favorites, forwarded, comments
per microblog.
4.5 Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on our crawled Sina Weibo dataset to
demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed model.
4.5.1 Experimental Settings
For the textual data in the social media content, we employ the distributed representation
for words [64] as shown in Figure 4.6. We only retain words appearing more than 5 times
in building the vocabulary with our whole textual dataset and a separate Chinese Wikipedia
dataset. Then we pre-train the Word2Vec model with the vocabulary in an unsupervised fashion
with default parameter settings. Finally, we obtain a 50-dimensional word embedding vector
for each word in the dataset. The word embedding is capable of capturing context of a word in
a document, semantic and syntactic similarity, relation with other words, and so on.
Regarding the user-level attributes, like the word embedding method, we introduce the
coupled attribute representation for the user level attributes. To take advantage of information
from testing objects, we use both the training and testing objects’ attributes in the coupled
attribute representation within an unsupervised manner. For the user level attributes, the original
attribute dimension is 7. We set the power expansion value L = 6 so that the extracted coupled
attribute dimension is 42.
In the experiments, we set the dimension of the hidden states in LSTM cell to be 32 so that a
combination of forward and backward LSTM gives us 64 dimensions for microblog and social
media content annotation. In order to speed up training, we limit that the maximum length
of every microblog is 40 words and a social media user has 50 microblogs at most. We use
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Table 4.1: SES prediction performance for the baseline models and the proposed model.
Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Feature engineering based Models
LR 0.3972 0.3461 0.3973 0.2951
SVM 0.4832 0.4484 0.4825 0.4330
GP 0.5563 0.5544 0.5560 0.5519
Neural network based Models
RNN 0.6215 0.6280 0.6212 0.6168
HRNN 0.6323 0.6471 0.6319 0.6274
AHRNN 0.6498 0.6777 0.6493 0.6413
CAHRNN 0.6689 0.6880 0.6684 0.6611
















Figure 4.7: Performance comparison for each each SES level.
Adam [49] to update parameters with setting initial learning rate as 0.0001 when training. We
use 80% of the data for training and the remaining 20% for testing.
4.5.2 Performance Comparison
To validate the proposed model on individual SES prediction based on their social media
content, we compare the proposed model with two groups of state-of-the-art methods. The first
group consists of feature engineering based models. To be more specific, we compare it with
previous machine learning based methods [55, 69, 70]. These methods first extract several kinds
of features, which contains platform-based user level attributes and textual features extracted
from social media text (i.e., the frequency of the 1-grams and the frequency distribution across
latent topics represented by clusters of 1-grams [55]). Then, they apply common machine
learning methods, containing logistic regression (LR) with Elastic Net regularization, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), and Gaussian Process (GP).
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Table 4.2: Performance of the proposed model for each SES level.
Level A Level B Level C
Precision 0.7192 0.7400 0.6050
Recall 0.6500 0.4868 0.8684











Figure 4.8: The confusion matrix for SES prediction. Rows represent the actual
SES level (A, B, C) and columns represent the predicted SES level.
The other group is composed of neural network based methods, which are widely leveraged
in recent text classification related work. As we know, there have been many kinds of neural
networks proposed for text-based classification. In this work, we focus on the coupling methods
used in these works not the neural network itself. Hence, we chose the following methods as
baselines:
RNN represents each word with the word embedding vector and feeds each user’s word
embedding vectors into the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [111]. Afterwards, the hidden
vectors of RNN are averaged to obtain social media content representation for individual SES
prediction.
HRNN considers the hierarchical structure of social media content following the Hierarchical
Attention Network (HAN) [106]. We first likewise construct a user level social media text
representation by first building representation of microblogs with word embedding and then
aggregating those into a user-level representation.
AHRNN leverages HRNN to represent the user level social media text and combines
extracted platform-based user level attributes to represent the social media content for the
individual SES prediction task.
To make the experimental results more convincing, we employ BiLSTM in the above
baseline methods. The hyperparameters of BiLSTM in the baseline models are same as
our proposed model. In the experiments, we refer to our proposed model as CAHRNN for
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Figure 4.9: Performance over various power expansion value L.
convenience. We report experimental results using all methods in terms of accuracy, precision,
recall and F1-score. Particularly, accuracy is calculated as the number of correctly predicted
testing samples divided by the total number of testing samples. For the 3-way classification,
precision, recall and F1-score are macro-averaged, which take into account the skewed class
label distributions by weighting each class uniformly.
As illustrated in Table 4.1, we can observe that the proposed model CAHRNN greatly
outperforms the baseline models in terms of all metrics. Compared with neural network
based methods, the three machine learning based methods in previous work have much lower
performance, which indicates that the extracted user level features and textual features cannot
represent social media content very well. This is because the traditional feature engineering
methods is unable to capture some important information of social media content, i.e., the order
and structure of social media text and relations among user level attributes. On the contrary,
although only considering social media text representation, RNN significantly outperforms
these machine learning based methods with about 6-13%, 7-28%, 7-23% and 6-32% higher
performance score in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score respectively. This
implies that RNN can learn text representation much better with neural networks compared
with predefined textual features owing to considering the order of word sequence. Due to
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Figure 4.10: Performance over various microblog number.
considering the structure of social media text, HRNN has higher performance than RNN. In
addition, compared with HRNN, AHRNN enhances the prediction performance with about
1.4-3% higher performance score, which proves that appropriately fusing user level attributes
can improve the ability of representing social media content. Furthermore, through considering
the linear and nonlinear relationships among user level attributes, the proposed CAHRNN can
take into account the couplings in the social media text as well as various couplings among
user level attributes, which significantly improve the prediction performance compared with
baseline models.
In addition, in order to compare the prediction performance of these models for each SES
level, we plot Figure 4.7 for demonstrating the prediction performance for each SES level in
terms of F1-score, which takes into account both precision and recall. From Figure 4.7, we can
observe that the proposed CAHRNN has the highest F1-score on each SES level prediction
task. Furthermore, with adding more information, i.e., order, structure of social media text
and relations among user level attributes, the prediction performance for each SES level can
be enhanced, which further validates the effect of these three key information of social media
content on the individual SES prediction.
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Table 4.2 shows the prediction performance of the proposed model CAHRNN for each SES
level. We can observe that relatively more users are wrongly assigned as Level C and about
half Level B users are assigned as the other SES levels. In terms of F1-score, we can observe
that it is more difficult to correctly classify users from the Level B class (lowest F1 score).
Figure 4.8 illustrates the confusion matrix for the SES prediction results of the proposed model.
Intuitively, we can also observe that Level B users are more likely to be predicted as Level C,
which may be because there exist some similar platform behaviors between some Level B user
and Level C users. In the future, we will further investigate to fully understand the nature of
these errors in the model.
4.5.3 Coupled Attribute Representation Analysis
To further validate the advantage of the coupled attribute representation, we compare the
performance of CAHRNN and AHRNN by varying the power expansion value L from 2 to 10.
In Figure 4.9, we present the performance changes of the two methods over different power
expansion values in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score.
For all the evaluation metrics, the proposed CAHRNN, considering the coupled user level
attribute representation, outperforms AHRNN no matter what the L value is, which validate
the efficiency and robustness of the coupled attribute representation method. To be more
specific, the proposed CAHRNN improves by 1.1%-1.9% (Accuracy), 0.2%-2.6% (Precision),
1.2%-1.9% (Recall), and 1.3%-2.2% (F1-score) for the individual SES prediction. That is to say,
fusing the coupled user level attribute representation can assist in enhancing the performance of
individual SES prediction.
4.5.4 Performance Comparison over Microblog Numbers
To further investigate the performance and robustness of the proposed model over social
media content with various microblog numbers, we compare the performance of the proposed
model and other three neural network based baseline models under different microblog number
settings (i.e., maximum microblog number parameter). Figure 4.10 shows the performance of
individual SES prediction generated by RNN, HRNN, AHRNN, and the proposed CAHRNN
with respect to input microblog numbers in a social media content for each user.
As shown in Figure 4.10, we can observe the changing performance of four models over
different microblog number in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. Particularly,
we can observe that the proposed model CAHRNN with considering coupled social media
content representation consistently outperforms other baseline models for all input microblog
numbers in terms of accuracy, recall and F1-score. For the precision metric, the proposed model
mostly has better performance than other models. It indicates the robustness and flexibility of
our model CAHRNN on dataset of different scales.
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4.6 Chapter Summary
Recently, there has been a great interest in predicting individual SES from social media
content, which is useful for a range of applications in enabling related organizations for
economic and social policy-making. Previous related work utilize a machine learning based
classifier with manually defined textual features and user level attributes from social media
content for SES-related information prediction. Nevertheless, regarding the social media text in
social media content, they ignore the information about the order and the hierarchical structure.
For the platform-based user level attributes, the latent relationships among these attributes are
omitted.
In this chapter, we propose a novel coupled social media content representation model
for the individual SES prediction. On one hand, it utilizes a hierarchical recurrent neural
network to incorporate the order and the hierarchical structure of social media text. On the other
hand, it employs a coupled attribute representation method to take into account intra-coupled
and inter-coupled interaction relationships among platform-based user level attributes. From
extensive experiments on the built Sina Weibo dataset, we validate the efficiency and robustness
of the proposed model by comparing with other state-of-the-art models.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis by giving a summary of three specific works on the identifica-
tion of online users’ social status via mining user-generated data in this thesis and looking to
the future work.
5.1 Summary
This thesis studies some specific issues on the identification of online users’ social status
via mining user-generated data. More specifically, we focus on three specific works in terms
of different data sources and scenarios, which address the corresponding challenges through
proposing and implementing novel effective methods respectively.
In the first work, the purpose is to identify topical opinion leaders in social community
question answering sites. Most existing works either focus on using knowledge expertise
to find experts for improving the quality of answers, or aim at measuring user influence to
identify influential users. To identify the true topical opinion leaders, we propose a novel
topical opinion leader identification framework called QALeaderRank, taking into account
both the topic-sensitive influence and the topical knowledge expertise. To be more specific, on
one hand, to measure the topic-sensitive influence of each user, we design a novel influence
measure algorithm, which simultaneously takes into account the social network structure, the
topical similarity between users and the knowledge authority. On the other hand, to infer
the topic-relevant knowledge expertise of each user, we design three topic-relevant metrics,
which are knowledge capacity, knowledge satisfaction and knowledge contribution. In order to
evaluate the performance of the proposed QALeaderRank, extensive experiments are conducted
on a set of real data that were crawled from Zhihu. The experimental results and an online
user study demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model compared with the state-of-the-art
methods. Moreover, we further analyze the topic interest change behaviors of users over time
and examine the predictability of user topic interest through experiments.
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In the second work, we study a new problem of predicting individual socioeconomic status
from mobile phone data. Most existing work on mobile phone data leverage classic supervised
machine learning methods to predict regional or household SES. Compared with previous
work, this work studies the SES prediction at an individual level. The new task of predicting
individual SES on mobile phone data also proposes some new challenges, including sparse
individual records, scarce explicit relationships and limited labeled samples. To address these
issues, a semi-supervised Hypergraph-based Factor Graph Model (HyperFGM) for individual
SES prediction is proposed. To handle the individual record sparsity, HyperFGM leverages
customized factor functions to efficiently capture the associations between SES and individual
mobile phone records. For handling the scarce explicit relationships, HyperFGM models
implicit high-order relationships among users on the hypergraph structure built based on
mobility pattern. In addition, HyperFGM explores the limited labeled data and unlabeled data
in a semi-supervised way. Experimental results corroborate HyperFGM is efficient and greatly
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on a set of anonymized real mobile phone data.
In the third work, we study predicting the socioeconomic status of social media users based
on their social media content. Previous related work leverage machine learning based classifiers
with manually defined features extracted from social media content, which ignore the order
and the hierarchical structure of social media text as well as the relationships among user level
attributes. To this end, we propose a novel coupled social media content representation model
for individual SES prediction. The proposed model utilizes a hierarchical neural network to
incorporate the order and the hierarchical structure of social media text. Meanwhile, with
employing a coupled attribute representation, the model can take into account intra-coupled
and inter-coupled interaction relationships among platform-based user level attributes. Through
extensive experiments on a set of Sina Weibo data, we validate the efficiency and robustness of
the proposed model, which can achieve significant gain over other stat-of-the-art models.
5.2 Future Work
This section discusses some potential extension directions for the three specific works in the
future.
For the issue of topical opinion leader identification in SCQA sites, we plan to improve
the proposed model in some directions. First, regarding measuring topic-sensitive influence,
besides the votes and following link structure, we will explore to incorporate the network
structure based on question answering and the comments on answers. Second, due to the
dynamic change of knowledge and topics in SCQA sites, in the next step, we will take into
account the time factor as a weight to identify the current influence and knowledge expertise.
Third, as discussed in Section 2.5.3, we plan to leverage the idea of learning to rank to improve
the identification performance. Furthermore, to enhance the prediction performance of the user
topic change, we plan to consider more features, such as the number of votes, the number of
comments, and employ attention mechanism to select informative factors for the sequence.
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For the problem of predicting individual SES based on mobile phone data, there are some
potential future directions of this work. First, in order to predict finer grained SES value of
each user, some other methods can be further explored and utilized such as ranking method
and regression method. For example, this work could be regarded as a ranking problem. The
goal of the new ranking problem is to optimally sort the users in terms of SES, which would
be a more challenging and interesting problem. Next, it is interesting to study how to further
explore more implicit relationships, e.g., involving mobile Internet behavior of each user. In
addition, to further verify the feasibility and reusability of the proposed model, we plan to apply
HyperFGM on different kinds of datasets to demonstrate the power of HyperFGM in other
classification tasks.
For the issue of SES prediction of social media users, we will explore more information
from social media content. First, considering the potential effect of microblog level attributes,
we will explore to incorporate microblog level attributes to improve the social media content
representation. Next, we will take into account coupling information between attributes and
social media text to improve our model. Third, as most attributes contain categorical and
numerical ones, we plan to study the embedding representation of categorical attributes and the
method of capturing the couplings between categorical and numerical attributes. Finally, we
plan to apply the proposed model to different datasets, such as Twitter, Quora and Zhihu, which
can further verify its efficiency and robustness.
Finally, there are also some potential new issues of online users’ social status identification
that need to be addressed. For example, considering people almost use many applications and
services every day, identifying social status based on cross-platform data sources become a
promising research work. Another issue is to fuse multi-modal data, such as video, image,
audio, text, etc, for identifying social status of users.
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